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For some people, a 
wall is more than a 

wall. It is a view.
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More and more people are concerned about their 

homes. More and more people are cherishing the 

space they spend their time with their loved ones. 

For some people, there is more beyond interior 

wall. With that in mind, we created Ecocarat with 

fine and sophisticated design. Just looking at it 

will satisfy your heart. 

Countless micro-pores in ECOCARAT create a 

comfortable humidity level and reduce odors 

and harmful substances in your home. And even 

though it is a humidity-controlled wall material, 

it can also be easily cleaned with water. With 

its design, function and usability, ECOCARAT 

will completely change the life of its user in a 

refreshing way.

When the wall changes, life changes.

ECOCARAT
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IT PASSES HUMID AIR,  BUT HARDLY 
PASSES WATER AND DIRT

Surface layer: 
hyperfine structure

Water

Warm 
air

Dirt

Controls humidity to natural and comfortable 
temperature, absorb unpleasant odor, reduce 
harmful substances in the air, and easy 
maintenance.
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Quickly deodorize the odor

The smell of pets..

CLEANSES ROOM AND
ELIMINATES THE SMELL.

Toilet, garbage, cigarette, pet - there are a lot of smells to be worried about in daily life.
ECOCARAT Plus adsorbs the components that cause those odors. ECOCARAT Plus
deodorizes odor faster than diatomaceous earth and wallpaper. It works well for
"combined odor" in which multiple odorous components are mixed. 

One family was having trouble with the smell of
the dog they are keeping. After installing
ECOCARAT Plus, the smell was not bothering
them anymore, and the family was able to keep
their furry friend home without hesitation. It is said
that the most relaxing time is to spend time with
your dog in a clean air quality.

**Comments are modified and corrected by LI X IL based on the voice of Ecocarat Plus Monitor users. The image is an image, which is different from the actual site.
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      The residual rate of Ecocarat Plus’s ammonia and trimethylamine is below the detection limit. 　
# The test results are based on our company test (place the test body in a bag filled with various
 odor gases and measure the gas concentration initially and after 5 hours). Varies depending on
 environmental conditions such as room usage conditions, weather conditions, and ventilation.
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More comfortable with humidity control function

IT ALSO HEATS AND COOLS. 
SO NATURAL AND COMFORTABLE.

It absorbs moisture when the temperature is high and releases moisture when it is dry.
ECOCARAT Plus maintains comfortable humidity with excellent moisture control function.
Its effect is about 6 times that of diatomaceous earth and more than 25 times that of moisture
control wallpaper. So you can control condensation and control the growth of mold and mites.
It is also recommended to keep the laundry room dry.
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The test results are based on our company's test (measurement of temperature /
amount of temperature whenthe relative temperature is 50% → 90% → 50%).
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Uncomfortable humidity level.
We have a request from a family who have issue 
suffering from warm weather, from rainy season to 
summer when the temperature rises rapidly. After 
installing ECOCARAT Plus, the warmth and humid-
ity of the bedroom has disappeared. It was delight-
ful to hear that they were able to sleep well, just 
because of the good humidity level and pleasant 
room temperature.
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Reduce harmful substances

ECOCARAT ALSO PROTECTS THE FAMILY
FROM HARMFUL SUBSTANCES

“I'm worried about harmful substances”.

We received a consultation from a clinic that wanted
to improve the air environment in the waiting room.
Ecocarat Plus, which reduces harmful substances
in the air, is perfect for creating a friendly
environment for everyone from small children to
he elderly. It seems that it is very well received from
customers coming to the hospital.
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＊ The test results are based on our company test (place the test body in a bag containing
 various VOC gases and measure the gas concentration in the initial 5 hours). Varies
 depending on room usage conditions, weather conditions, and environmental conditions
 such as ventilation.
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Formaldehyde and toluene can cause sickness in the house. ECOCARAT Plus absorbs 
and reduces those harmful substances floating in the air. 

Small children are said to be particularly susceptible to the air environment. Because the 
house is the place where we can relax, the interior wall must be able to protect the family 
from the unseen anxiety.
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Easy maintenance

EVEN THOUGH IT'S MOISTURE-CONTROL WALL,
YOU CAN WIPE IT WITH WATER.

It was difficult to cleaning moisture-control building materials with water wipes.
But you can do it with ECOCARAT Plus. So easy to be installed in areas where
there is light water splashes. In addition, mud stains, sebum stains, coffee stains,
cigarette stain, etc. You can use the detergent to remove stubborn dirt. It's easy
to clean where you always want to clean. 

# The degree of removal of dirt varies depending on the type of dirt, the time until removal, and
 the operating conditions. There is no guarantee that the dirt can be completely removed.
 In addition, it may not be able to be removed depending on the attached dirt.
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Ecocarat (Convensional
Product)

Vinyl Cloth Ecocarat Plus Interior Tile

# A test tube with a diameter of 35 mm was placed on the surface of the test body,
 water was poured to a height of 200 mm, and the lowered water level after 1 hour
 was measured. The test results are from our test.

“I’m worried about the dirt”

*Comments are modified and corrected by LI X IL based on the voice of Ecocarat Plus Monitor users.

A family was looking for a moisture control building 
material that could be used around the water when 
remodeling the house. They like ECOCARAT Plus 
because it can be wiped off with water, and it’s 
able to clean easily even it’s dirty without worrying 
about water splash. The daily cleaning was also 
easy and it was a great satisfaction.
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Beauty And Comfort

More than 
meets the eye.
ECOCARAT tiles are not only natural and beautiful, they provide 
special features to improve indoor air quality.

Sophisticated building material technology has made it possible to 
create realistic textures of colors and pattern of stones, trees and 
other nature inspired design.

The design patterns of the surface are carefully 
selected by our designers from materials all over 
the world.

Wood is a living thing that is unique, each one is 
different than another. Its ecology is beautifully 
applied to our pottery technique by careful 
observation and sophisticated technology.
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Awards and Certifications

      審査証明番号

認定有効期限  å  D

[Reddot Award]

[Temperature control
building materials ]
(One company) has obtained
a registration from the Japan
Building Materials and Housing
Equipment Industry Association.

[Technology for reducing
volatile organic compounds
in indoor air (building materials)]

The modern “earth 
wall” which inherits 
Japanese philosophy.

The roots of Ecocarat Plus are found in the traditional 
method “earth wall” which has a good combination with 
the Japanese climate. The Ecocarat Plus continues to 
evolve by combining the pottery technology that LIXIL 
has cultivated through many years of research, while 
still maintaining traditional Japanese wall construction 
method. In addition, because it plays an active part in 
zero energy, it is a building material that is friendly to 
both the environment and people.

One millionth of the latest 
technology of 1 mm.

Eco Carat Plus has holes that absorb and release air. Its size 
is 1 nanometer (one millionth of a millimeter), which is ideal for 
adsorption of warm air and odor. Because the number of holes is 
abundant, it can exert superior air cleaning power compared to 
diatomaceous earth.

Ecocarat Plus is a research product of the Nagoya Institute of Industrial Technology Research Institute of the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (currently National 
Research and Development Corporation, Central Research Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology) (patent No. 3368278)
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Design, function and usability.

ECOCARAT Plus full features.
All ECOCARAT tiles have evolved into ECOCARAT 
Plus. It becomes easier to clean, and it is more 
convenient to use around water splashes such 
as the toilet, the bathroom, etc., as well as the 
building entrance, living room, and sleeping area. 
All 34 kinds of beautiful humidity control walls meet 
your wishes more than ever before.
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Make your space feels  stylish and 
comfortable with clean air, then you 
will have a cozy living room where 
everyone gathers and relax.

Living Room
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NEO TRAVERTINE ECP-630/TVT1
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LUXURY MOSAIC II ECP-25NET/LUX11  · ECP-25N/90-14/LUX11
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A profound pattern that is perfect for wall 
accents. The deep color of ECOCARAT Plus 
makes a stunning focal point in your living 
room.

STONE GRACE ECP-630/STG3N
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ROUGH QUARTZ ECP-375/RTZ3N  · ECP-3751/RTZ3N
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GRANAS VISTO ECP-R/VIT1N

PEARLMASK II ECP-60NET/PMK11BROOKLYN BORDER II ECP-2520NET/BRN13
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The vintage texture of wood grain design 
creates a natural and comfortable space.

VINTAGE OAK ECP-615/OAK2N ECP-315/OAK2AN
In the installation example, the 303x151 square flat (rib surface) is installed by lining up 
two tiles horizontally.
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GRANAS LUDRA ECP-2515NET/LDR2N
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LAND (CLAYISH) ECP-275NET/PLD2

FEMINA ECP-303/FMN5N
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It is a room where warmth is easy 
to find unexpectedly. We want 
to keep good air quality in the 
bedroom, because it’s where we 
spend one-third of our life

Bedroom  
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FABRICO ECP-630/FBR4N    -FBR4FN
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QUILT ECP-60NET/QLT2

QUILT ECP-60NET/QLT2
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TAKEHIGO ECP-303/TK1N

LAYER MIX ECP-SET/LAY3
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The entrance becomes the first 
impression of the house.         

If there is no smell and humidity to 
worry about, you can greet  your 
guests with a big smile.

CALM WOOD ECP-2515NET/CWD2N

Entrance
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PETRASQUARE ECP-60NET/PTS1N ▪ ECP-60N/-90-14/PTS1N

LAND (STONISH) ECP-275NET/RO1
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Sanitary Bathroom, Toilet

We want everyone to be comfortable,
whether in the bathroom or in the toilet.

It is easy to clean and it is best to absorb
smell, providing you with fresh air.

SILK LINE ECP-303/SLA2N
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ROUGH SAWN ECP-275NET/RGS1

GRANAS HART ECP-250/HRT2
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ECOCARAT creates comfortable space where you 
can unwind after a long day  being away from 
home. With its various design and excellent 
temperature control functions, ECOCARAT is 
perfect for hotel room applications.

Hotel

ANTIQUE MARBLE ECP-615/ AMB2N
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GRANAS VAGUE ECP-315/VAG1
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Enjoy a relaxing moment while sipping your 
favorite beverage.

Cafe

GRANAS HART ECP-250/HRT1
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Smell and humidity are absorbed 
effectively. We support the creation of a 
clean facility environment.

Lavatory Public Toilet

NEW TRANCE ECP-303/NTC1N
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ECOCARAT Plus Line-Up 

NEO TRAVERTINE
ECP-630/TVT1～TVT3

FABRICO
ECP-630/FBR1N…FBR4FN

VINTAGE OAK
ECP-615/OAK1N…OAK4AN

ANTIQUE MARBLE
ECP-615/AMB1N～AMB3N

BROOKLYN BORDER II
ECP-2520NET/BRN11～BRN14

GRANAS LINE 
ECP-2515NET/GLN1～GLN4

GRANAS RAXA 
ECP-315/RAX1…RAX4A

GRANAS VAGUE 
ECP-315/VAG1…VAG3A

PEARL MASK II
ECP-60NET/PMK11～PMK12

VALSROCK
ECP-315/VSR1N～VSR3N

STONE GRACE
ECP-630/STG1N～STG4N

ROUGH QUARTZ
ECP-375/RTZ1N～RTZ3N

LUXURY MOSAIC II
ECP-25NET/LUX11～LUX13

CHRONICA
ECP-151/CRC1～CRC3

GRANAS VISTO 
ECP-R/VIT1N～VIT3N

GRANAS LUDRA 
ECP-2515NET/LDR1N～LDR5N

GRANAS HART 
ECP-250/HRT1～HRT2

CALM WOOD
ECP-2515NET/CWD1N～CWD2N

LAYER MIX
ECP-SET/LAY1～LAY3

LAND (CLAYISH)
ECP-275NET/PLD1～PLD2

PETRASQUARE
ECP-60NET/PTS1N～PTS2N

CASSE
ECP-30NET/M1～M4

 RIB MIX
ECP-303/RBM1N～RBM3N

FEMINA
ECP-303/FMN1N～FMN6N

SILK LINE
ECP-303/SLA1N～SLA3N

FINE BASE
ECP-303/NN0…NN12

STONE II
ECP-SETA/STN1～STN3

QUILT
ECP-60NET/QLT1～QLT2

LAND (STONISH)
ECP-275NET/RO1～RO2

VELE
ECP-30NET/WE1～WE4

ROUGH SAWN
ECP-275NET/RGS1～RGS3

NEW TRANCE
ECP-303/NTC1N…NTC3FN

SPLINE
ECP-303/SPN1N～SPN4N

TAKEHIGO
ECP-303/TK1N～TK3N
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(   ) After the color number is the color number of the corresponding carat cork.

NEO TRAVERTINE A high quality interior space can be achieved by the combination of the relief and the unique
stripe pattern of travertine.

VALSROCK It is a design that was inspired by the design of the stone material mined in the Vals region of Switzerland.

FABRICO The design that shows rich fabric textures, enhancing any interior space elegantly.

ECP-630/FBR1N
(White) (RO1)*

ECP-315/VSR1N (White) (VSR1)*

ECP-315/VSR3N (Ash Brown) (LUX2)*

ECP-315/VSR2N (Gray) (VSR2)*

ECP-630/FBR2N
(Beige) (FBR2)*

ECP-630/FBR3N
(Tusk Blue) (FBR3)*

ECP-630/FBR4N
(Grayish Blue) (FBR4)*

ECP-630/FBR1FN
(White) (RO1)*

ECP-630/FBR2FN
(Beige) (FBR2)*

ECP-630/FBR3FN
(Tusk Blue) (FBR3)*

ECP-630/FBR4FN
(Grayish Blue) (FBR4)*

ECP-630/TVT1 (Beige) (TVT1)*    NEW ECP-630 / TVT2 (Gray) (TVT2) *    NEW

ECP-630 / TVT3 (Smokey Brown) (TVT3) *
NEW

Product Notes    
• There are a large number of patterns and a large color width to bring out the texture of the material.
• The natural stone is faithfully reproduced, and you may see crack patterns and crystal patterns.
• 606 X 303 square single side small end finish (right), 303 square single side finish (right) is available,
 so horizontal lining is recommended.
• This product is designed to open the joint width by about 1.0 mm in both vertical and
 horizontal directions, and you can see the adhesive comb eye and so on.
• Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface.
 Please check the actual sample.
• Travertine-specific relief, horizontal pattern is put on the whole tile to bring out the
 atmosphere of natural stone. Also, please note that although multiple patterns are randomly packed,
 you can not specify them.Also, please note that although multiple patterns are randomly packed,
 you can not specify them.
• The small end face of single side small end finish is touch-up finish.

Product Notes    •There are a large number of patterns and a large color width to bring out the texture of the material.
•The natural stone is faithfully reproduced, and you may see crack patterns and crystal patterns.
•303x151 square single side small end finish (short side), 151 square single side finish is available, so horizontal 
lining is recommended. •There is a direction in the pattern, but it is as sumed that you use it randomly.
•This product is designed to open the joint width by about 1.0 mm in both vertical and horizontal directions,
and you can see the adhesive comb eye and so on. •Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from
the surface. Please check the actual sample. •The small end face of single side small end finish is touch-up finish.     

Product Notes •As color numbers FBR1N to FBR4N have directionality up and down,
please follow the construction pattern. •There are a large number of patterns and a large color
width to bring out the texture of the material. •606 X 303 square single side small end finish (flat)
(short side) is available, so horizontal lining is recommended. •This product is designed to have a join
width by about 1.0 mm in both vertical and horizontal directions, and you can see the adhesive comb
eye and so on. •Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface.
Please check the actual sample. •The small end face of one side small end finish is touch-up finish.
•Please use the 606x303 corner single-sided small-end finish (flat) (short side) for the out corner.
•Please use the 606x303square (flat) at the inner corner.         
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606x303 Square ECP-630/TVT1 ～TVT3 606x303 605x302 7.0 5.6 pcs/m2 7 / Case・15.4kg 

606x303 Square One side small end finish (right) ECP-6301T/TVT1(R) ～TVT3(R) 606x303 605x302 7.0 3.4 pcs/m2 7 / Case・15.4kg 

303 Square single side small end finish (right) ECP-3031T/TVT1(R) ～TVT3(R) 303x303 302x302 7.0 3.4 pcs/m2 14/Case・14.7kg 1

303 x 151 Square ECP-315/VSR1N ～ VSR3N 303 x 151.5 302 x 150.5 6.0・8.5 22.6 sheet/m 24 sheet / case • 15.4kg 

303 x 151 Square One side small end finish (right)

151 Square single side small end finish (right)

ECP-3151/VSR1N ～ VSR3N(R) 303 x 151.5 302 x 150.5 7.0 6.8 sheet /m 26 sheet / case • 15.4kg 

ECP-1511/VSR1N ～ VSR3N(R) 151.5 x 151.5 150.5 x 150.5 7.0 6.8 sheet /m 40 sheet / case • 15.4kg 

606 x 303 Square (Relief) ECP-630/FBR1N~FBR4N 606 x 303 605 x 302 8.0 5.6 pieces/m 6 pieces/case • 15.3 kg 

ECP-6301T/ FBR1FN~FBR4FN 606 x 303 605 x 302 7.0 5.6 pieces/m 7 pieces/case • 15.3kg 

ECP-6301T/ FBR1FN(R)~FBR4FN(R) 303 x 303 302 x 302 7.0 3.4 pieces/m 7 pieces/case • 15.3kg 

606 x 303 Square (Flat)

606 x 303 

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Drawing
ECP - 630 ＊＊((R) ECP - 3031T/＊＊((R)

Shape Drawing
ECP - 315 ECP-3151T/ ＊＊(R) ECP - 1511T/ ＊＊(R)

Shape Drawing
ECP - 630 ECP-630/ ＊＊FN ECP - 6301T/ ＊＊FN (R)

Please scan here
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Product Notes    
• There are a large number of patterns and a large color width to bring out the texture of the material.
• The natural stone is faithfully reproduced, and you may see crack patterns and crystal patterns.
• 606 X 303 square single side small end finish (right), 303 square single side finish (right) is available,
 so horizontal lining is recommended.
• This product is designed to open the joint width by about 1.0 mm in both vertical and
 horizontal directions, and you can see the adhesive comb eye and so on.
• Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface.
 Please check the actual sample.
• Travertine-specific relief, horizontal pattern is put on the whole tile to bring out the
 atmosphere of natural stone. Also, please note that although multiple patterns are randomly packed,
 you can not specify them.Also, please note that although multiple patterns are randomly packed,
 you can not specify them.
• The small end face of single side small end finish is touch-up finish.

Product Notes    •There are a large number of patterns and a large color width to bring out the texture of the material.
•The natural stone is faithfully reproduced, and you may see crack patterns and crystal patterns.
•303x151 square single side small end finish (short side), 151 square single side finish is available, so horizontal 
lining is recommended. •There is a direction in the pattern, but it is as sumed that you use it randomly.
•This product is designed to open the joint width by about 1.0 mm in both vertical and horizontal directions,
and you can see the adhesive comb eye and so on. •Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from
the surface. Please check the actual sample. •The small end face of single side small end finish is touch-up finish.     

Product Notes •As color numbers FBR1N to FBR4N have directionality up and down,
please follow the construction pattern. •There are a large number of patterns and a large color
width to bring out the texture of the material. •606 X 303 square single side small end finish (flat)
(short side) is available, so horizontal lining is recommended. •This product is designed to have a join
width by about 1.0 mm in both vertical and horizontal directions, and you can see the adhesive comb
eye and so on. •Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface.
Please check the actual sample. •The small end face of one side small end finish is touch-up finish.
•Please use the 606x303 corner single-sided small-end finish (flat) (short side) for the out corner.
•Please use the 606x303square (flat) at the inner corner.         
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606x303 Square ECP-630/TVT1 ～TVT3 606x303 605x302 7.0 5.6 pcs/m2 7 / Case・15.4kg 

606x303 Square One side small end finish (right) ECP-6301T/TVT1(R) ～TVT3(R) 606x303 605x302 7.0 3.4 pcs/m2 7 / Case・15.4kg 

303 Square single side small end finish (right) ECP-3031T/TVT1(R) ～TVT3(R) 303x303 302x302 7.0 3.4 pcs/m2 14/Case・14.7kg 1

303 x 151 Square ECP-315/VSR1N ～ VSR3N 303 x 151.5 302 x 150.5 6.0・8.5 22.6 sheet/m 24 sheet / case • 15.4kg 

303 x 151 Square One side small end finish (right)

151 Square single side small end finish (right)

ECP-3151/VSR1N ～ VSR3N(R) 303 x 151.5 302 x 150.5 7.0 6.8 sheet /m 26 sheet / case • 15.4kg 

ECP-1511/VSR1N ～ VSR3N(R) 151.5 x 151.5 150.5 x 150.5 7.0 6.8 sheet /m 40 sheet / case • 15.4kg 

606 x 303 Square (Relief) ECP-630/FBR1N~FBR4N 606 x 303 605 x 302 8.0 5.6 pieces/m 6 pieces/case • 15.3 kg 

ECP-6301T/ FBR1FN~FBR4FN 606 x 303 605 x 302 7.0 5.6 pieces/m 7 pieces/case • 15.3kg 

ECP-6301T/ FBR1FN(R)~FBR4FN(R) 303 x 303 302 x 302 7.0 3.4 pieces/m 7 pieces/case • 15.3kg 

606 x 303 Square (Flat)

606 x 303 

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Drawing
ECP - 630 ＊＊((R) ECP - 3031T/＊＊((R)

Shape Drawing
ECP - 315 ECP-3151T/ ＊＊(R) ECP - 1511T/ ＊＊(R)

Shape Drawing
ECP - 630 ECP-630/ ＊＊FN ECP - 6301T/ ＊＊FN (R)

Please scan here
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STONE GRACE 　Natural sandstone pattern creates a beautiful wallpace.

VINTAGE OAK Vintage wood grain design with texture. Recommended for natural interior space.

ROUGH QUARTZ　The design is inspired by quartz stone and features a natural texture

ECP-375/RTZ1N (Light) (SLA3)*

ECP-375/RTZ3N (Dark Grey) (LDR)*

ECP-375/RTZ2N (Grey)  (RTZ2)*

In the construction example, the 303x151 square flat (rib surface) is constructed by liningup two upside down.

ECP-630/STG1N (Grey) (SLA3)*

ECP-315/
OAK4AN
(Brown) (CRC3)*

ECP-315/OAK2AN
(Beige) (OAK2)*

ECP-615/OAK4AN
(Brown) (CRC3)*

ECP-615/OAK2AN (Beige)
(OAK2)*

ECP-315/OAK3AN
(Grayis Brown)
(OAK3)*

ECP-315/OAK1AN
(Ivory) (PMK1)*

ECP-615/OAK3N
(Grayis Brown) (OAK3)*

ECP-615/OAK1N (Ivory)
(PMK1)*

ECP-630/STG2N (Beige) (STG2)*

ECP-630/STG3N (Dark Grey) (STG3)* ECP-630/STG4N (Charcoal) (HRT2)*

 ●Please see common notes of Ecocarat Plus (P83).
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Joint Size

Product Notes •There are a large number of patterns and a large color width to bring out the
texture of the material. •The natural stone is faithfully reproduced,
and you may see crack patterns and crystal patterns.
•606x303 square single side small end finish (right) is available,
so horizontal lining is recommended. •Pattern has directionality, but assumes that
you use randomly. •This product is designed to have a joint width about 1.0mm in the
vertical and horizontal, and you can see the adhesive comb eye and so on.
•Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface.
Please check the actual sample. •Fine streaks and flow patterns are included to create a natural stone
atmosphere. Also, please note that although multiple patterns are randomly packed,
you can not specify them.•The small end face of one side small end finish is touch-up finish.   
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Shape Drawing
Product Notes  •There are a large number of patterns and a large color width to bring out the
texture of the material. •Natural wood has been faithfully reproduced, you may see a pattern of
cracking pattern or crystal pattern.•606x151 square single side small end finish (short side),
303x151 square single side small end finish is available, so horizontal lining is recommended.
•This Product is designed to have a joint width about 1.0mm in the vertical and horizontal,
and you can see the adhesive comb eye and so on. •Because the small end is not decorated,
the color is di�erent from the surface. Please check the actual  sample. •The small end face of
one side small end finish is touch-up finish. This product mixes several relief surface shapes.
The rib surface assumes the point use. It is recommended to turn upside down when you put on the
surface so that the directions of adjacent patterns do not connect.

E

Shape Drawing
Product Notes  •There are a large number of patterns and a large color width to bring out the
texture of the material. •Natural stone has been faithfully reproduced, you may see a pattern of
cracking pattern or crystal pattern. •Pattern has directionality, but assumes that you use randomly.
•This product is designed to open about 1.0mm in the vertical and horizontal joints, and you can
see the adhesive comb eye and so on. •The internal size of (201 + 50) x 75 is (194.5 + 43) x 74.75 mm
regardless of the thickness. •Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the
surface. Please check the actual sample. •This product mixes several relief surface shapes.

303× 75Square

(201+50)x75Bend(adhesive)

 ：Design Product

606 x 303 Square (Relief) ECP-630/STG1N~STG4N 606 x 303 605 x 302 7.0 5.6 pieces/m 6 sheet/case • 15.3 kg  

ECP-6301T/STG1N(R)~STG4N( R) 606 x 303 605 x 302 7.0 3.4 pieces/m 7 sheet/case • 15.3kg 

ECP-3031T/STG1N( R)~STG4N( R) 303 x 303 302 x 302 7.0 3.4 pieces/m 7 sheet/case • 15.3kg

606 x 303 Square (Flat)   

606 x 303 Square single side small end finish (flat)(short side)

Joint Size Joint Size

606 x 151 Square ECP-615/OAK1N~OAK4N 606x151.5 605x150.5 7.0 11.3 pieces/m 14 Sheet/case • 16.5k 

606 x 151

303 x 151 

303 x 151 Rib Surface 

ECP-6151T/OAK1N(R)~OAK4N (R) 606x151.5 605x150.5 7.0 6.8 pieces/m 14 Sheet/case • 16.5k 

ECP-3151T/OAK1N( R)~OAK4N (R) 303x151.5 302x150.5 7.0 6.8 pieces/m 26 Sheet/case • 13.7kg 

ECP-315/OAK1AN~OAK4AN 303x151.5 302x150.5 9.0 - 20 Sheet/case•(12.5)kg 

ECP-375/RTZ1N~RTZ3N  303x75.75 302x74.75 6.5 ・9.0  45.2Sheet/m48 Sheet/case • 12.6kg 

ECP-3751/RTZ1N~RTZ3N - (201+49.5)/(203.5+52.0)X74.75 6.5 ・9.0 13.6Sheet/m             30 Sheet/case • 7kg

Joint Size Joint Size Joint Size Joint Size

Adhesive

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Drawing
ECP - 630 ECP - 6301T/＊＊(R) ECP - 3031T/＊＊(R)

Please scan here

Please scan here

Please scan here

ECP - 375 ECP - 3751

ECP - 615 ECP - 6151T/＊＊(R) ECP - 3151T/＊＊(R) ECP - 315
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Product Notes •There are a large number of patterns and a large color width to bring out the
texture of the material. •The natural stone is faithfully reproduced,
and you may see crack patterns and crystal patterns.
•606x303 square single side small end finish (right) is available,
so horizontal lining is recommended. •Pattern has directionality, but assumes that
you use randomly. •This product is designed to have a joint width about 1.0mm in the
vertical and horizontal, and you can see the adhesive comb eye and so on.
•Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface.
Please check the actual sample. •Fine streaks and flow patterns are included to create a natural stone
atmosphere. Also, please note that although multiple patterns are randomly packed,
you can not specify them.•The small end face of one side small end finish is touch-up finish.   
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Shape Drawing
Product Notes  •There are a large number of patterns and a large color width to bring out the
texture of the material. •Natural wood has been faithfully reproduced, you may see a pattern of
cracking pattern or crystal pattern.•606x151 square single side small end finish (short side),
303x151 square single side small end finish is available, so horizontal lining is recommended.
•This Product is designed to have a joint width about 1.0mm in the vertical and horizontal,
and you can see the adhesive comb eye and so on. •Because the small end is not decorated,
the color is di�erent from the surface. Please check the actual  sample. •The small end face of
one side small end finish is touch-up finish. This product mixes several relief surface shapes.
The rib surface assumes the point use. It is recommended to turn upside down when you put on the
surface so that the directions of adjacent patterns do not connect.

E

Shape Drawing
Product Notes  •There are a large number of patterns and a large color width to bring out the
texture of the material. •Natural stone has been faithfully reproduced, you may see a pattern of
cracking pattern or crystal pattern. •Pattern has directionality, but assumes that you use randomly.
•This product is designed to open about 1.0mm in the vertical and horizontal joints, and you can
see the adhesive comb eye and so on. •The internal size of (201 + 50) x 75 is (194.5 + 43) x 74.75 mm
regardless of the thickness. •Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the
surface. Please check the actual sample. •This product mixes several relief surface shapes.

303× 75Square

(201+50)x75Bend(adhesive)

 ：Design Product

606 x 303 Square (Relief) ECP-630/STG1N~STG4N 606 x 303 605 x 302 7.0 5.6 pieces/m 6 sheet/case • 15.3 kg  

ECP-6301T/STG1N(R)~STG4N( R) 606 x 303 605 x 302 7.0 3.4 pieces/m 7 sheet/case • 15.3kg 

ECP-3031T/STG1N( R)~STG4N( R) 303 x 303 302 x 302 7.0 3.4 pieces/m 7 sheet/case • 15.3kg

606 x 303 Square (Flat)   

606 x 303 Square single side small end finish (flat)(short side)

Joint Size Joint Size

606 x 151 Square ECP-615/OAK1N~OAK4N 606x151.5 605x150.5 7.0 11.3 pieces/m 14 Sheet/case • 16.5k 

606 x 151

303 x 151 

303 x 151 Rib Surface 

ECP-6151T/OAK1N(R)~OAK4N (R) 606x151.5 605x150.5 7.0 6.8 pieces/m 14 Sheet/case • 16.5k 

ECP-3151T/OAK1N( R)~OAK4N (R) 303x151.5 302x150.5 7.0 6.8 pieces/m 26 Sheet/case • 13.7kg 

ECP-315/OAK1AN~OAK4AN 303x151.5 302x150.5 9.0 - 20 Sheet/case•(12.5)kg 

ECP-375/RTZ1N~RTZ3N  303x75.75 302x74.75 6.5 ・9.0  45.2Sheet/m48 Sheet/case • 12.6kg 

ECP-3751/RTZ1N~RTZ3N - (201+49.5)/(203.5+52.0)X74.75 6.5 ・9.0 13.6Sheet/m             30 Sheet/case • 7kg

Joint Size Joint Size Joint Size Joint Size

Adhesive

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Drawing
ECP - 630 ECP - 6301T/＊＊(R) ECP - 3031T/＊＊(R)

Please scan here

Please scan here

Please scan here

ECP - 375 ECP - 3751

ECP - 615 ECP - 6151T/＊＊(R) ECP - 3151T/＊＊(R) ECP - 315
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ANTIQUE MARBLE　 The warm texture of the stone piles creates a relaxing ambience, perfect for hotel
room application.

LUXURY MOSAIC II 　An expressive mosaic with accented colors creates a chic, luxurious space.

BROOKLYN BORDER　 A design that is roughened by hand is recommended for natural and rustic spaces.

ECP-615/AMB1N（Ivory) (RO1)*

ECP-25NET/LUX11
(Grey)（LUX11)*

ECP-2520NET/BRN11
(White) (VIT1)*

ECP-2520NET/BRN14
(Dark Brown) (BRN14)*

ECP-2520NET/BRN12
(Grey) (BRN2)*

ECP-2520NET/BRN13
(Brown) (BRN4)*

ECP-25NET/LUX12
(Blue Grey) (LUX12)*

ECP-25NET/LUX13
(Greyish Mauve) (LUX13)*

ECP-615/AMB3N (Cloudy Pink)（AMB3)*

ECP-615/AMB2N（Grey) (STN3)*
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Product Notes •There are a large number of patterns and a large color width to bring out the
texture of the material.•Natural stone has been faithfully reproduced, you may see a pattern of
cracking pattern or crystal pattern. •606 X 151 square single side small end finish (short side),
303x151 square single side small end finish (short side) is available, so horizontal lining is
recommended. •This product is designed to have a joint width about 1.0 mm in  both vertical and
horizontal directions, and you can see the adhesive eye and so on.•Because the small end is not
decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface.Please check the actual sample.
•The small end face of one side small end finish is touch-up finish.      
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Product Notes  •There are a large number of patterns and a large color width to bring out the
texture of the material.The sheet dimensions are 303 x 303 mm. Please assign in sheet unit when
assigning. •Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface.
Please check the actual sample.•This product mixes several relief surface shapes.
The sheet has directionality, and the bright colored pieces are aligned upward at the top left,
which is the standard installation method. The direction of the relief is made to be random,
but the relief may be in the same direction.•The inside dimensi on of the 900 corner is
(19.25 + 19.25) x 25.25 mm regardless of the thickness.The 25 corner (fitting feature) is a feature that
reduces the unevenness of the inside corner by aligning the particles of the same thickness in the
inside corner part, but it does not mean to become completely flat because it has a design.         
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Product Notes   •There are a large number of patterns and a large color width to bring out the
texture of the material.The sheet dimensions are 303 x 303 mm. Please assign in sheet unit when assigning.
•Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface.Please check the
actual sample.•This product mixes several relief surface shapes .The sheet has directionality,
and the bright colored pieces are aligned upward at the top left, which is the standard installation
method. The direction of the relief is made to be random, but the relief may be in the same direction.
•The inside dimension of the 900 corner is (19.25 + 19.25) x 25.25 mm regardless of the thickness.
The 25 corner (fitting feature) is a feature that reduces the unevenness of the inside corner by
aligning the particles of the same thickness in the inside corner part, but it does not mean to become
completely flat because it has a design.         

30
2

33.5 20133.5

606 x 151 Square ECP-615/AMB1N~AMB3N 606x151.5 605X150.5 7.0 11.3 pieces/m 14pieces/ case • 16.kg -

ECP-6151T/AMB1N(R)~AMB3N (R) 606X151.5 605X150.5 7.0  6.8 pieces/m 14pieces/ case • 16.5kg -

ECP-3151T/AMB1N(R ) 303x151.5 302x150.5 7.0  6.8 pieces/m 26pieces/ case • 11.5kg -

606 x 151 

303 x 161 

Joint Size Joint Size

25 Square Net Tension ECP-25NET/LUX11~LUX13 - 25.25X25.25 6.0-8.5 11.3 pieces/m 11 pieces/ case • 11.kg 

ECP-25N/90-14/LUX11~LUX13 - (25.25+25.25)-(27.75+27.75)X25.25 6.0-8.5 3.4 pieces/m 11 pieces/ case • 2kg 

ECP-25N1/LUX11~LUX13 - 25.25X25.25 6.0 3.4 pieces/m 4 pieces/ case • 11.5kg 

90° Bend Net Tension

25 Square (Fit character)Net Tension

25 Square Net Tension ECP-2520NET/BRN11~BRN14 303x202 201x24.25 7.5-9.5 16.9 sheet/m2 11sheet/ case • 11kg
 
ECP-2520N/90-14/BRN11~BRN14 (38+105)x303 (35+2)•(37+104)•(68.5+68.5)•70.5+70.5)x24.25 7.5-9.5 3.4 sheet/m 4sheet/ case • 2.5kg
 
ECP-2510N1/BRN11~BRN14 101.5x303 (33.5•67•100.5)x24.25 7.5 3.4 sheet/m 4sheet/ case • 1.5kg
 

90° Bend Net Tension

25 Square (Fit character)Net Tension

Joint Size Joint Size Joint Size

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Dimensions
(both joints) (mmShape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Drawing
ECP - 615 ECP - 6151T/＊＊(R) ECP - 3151T/＊＊(R)

Shape Drawing
ECP - 25NET ECP - 25N/90-14 ECP-25N1

Shape Drawing
ECP - 2520NET ECP - 2520N/90-14 ECP-2510N1 ECP-2520NET

Please scan here

Please scan here

Please scan here
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Product Notes •There are a large number of patterns and a large color width to bring out the
texture of the material.•Natural stone has been faithfully reproduced, you may see a pattern of
cracking pattern or crystal pattern. •606 X 151 square single side small end finish (short side),
303x151 square single side small end finish (short side) is available, so horizontal lining is
recommended. •This product is designed to have a joint width about 1.0 mm in  both vertical and
horizontal directions, and you can see the adhesive eye and so on.•Because the small end is not
decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface.Please check the actual sample.
•The small end face of one side small end finish is touch-up finish.      
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Product Notes  •There are a large number of patterns and a large color width to bring out the
texture of the material.The sheet dimensions are 303 x 303 mm. Please assign in sheet unit when
assigning. •Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface.
Please check the actual sample.•This product mixes several relief surface shapes.
The sheet has directionality, and the bright colored pieces are aligned upward at the top left,
which is the standard installation method. The direction of the relief is made to be random,
but the relief may be in the same direction.•The inside dimensi on of the 900 corner is
(19.25 + 19.25) x 25.25 mm regardless of the thickness.The 25 corner (fitting feature) is a feature that
reduces the unevenness of the inside corner by aligning the particles of the same thickness in the
inside corner part, but it does not mean to become completely flat because it has a design.         
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Product Notes   •There are a large number of patterns and a large color width to bring out the
texture of the material.The sheet dimensions are 303 x 303 mm. Please assign in sheet unit when assigning.
•Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface.Please check the
actual sample.•This product mixes several relief surface shapes .The sheet has directionality,
and the bright colored pieces are aligned upward at the top left, which is the standard installation
method. The direction of the relief is made to be random, but the relief may be in the same direction.
•The inside dimension of the 900 corner is (19.25 + 19.25) x 25.25 mm regardless of the thickness.
The 25 corner (fitting feature) is a feature that reduces the unevenness of the inside corner by
aligning the particles of the same thickness in the inside corner part, but it does not mean to become
completely flat because it has a design.         

30
2

33.5 20133.5

606 x 151 Square ECP-615/AMB1N~AMB3N 606x151.5 605X150.5 7.0 11.3 pieces/m 14pieces/ case • 16.kg -

ECP-6151T/AMB1N(R)~AMB3N (R) 606X151.5 605X150.5 7.0  6.8 pieces/m 14pieces/ case • 16.5kg -

ECP-3151T/AMB1N(R ) 303x151.5 302x150.5 7.0  6.8 pieces/m 26pieces/ case • 11.5kg -

606 x 151 

303 x 161 

Joint Size Joint Size

25 Square Net Tension ECP-25NET/LUX11~LUX13 - 25.25X25.25 6.0-8.5 11.3 pieces/m 11 pieces/ case • 11.kg 

ECP-25N/90-14/LUX11~LUX13 - (25.25+25.25)-(27.75+27.75)X25.25 6.0-8.5 3.4 pieces/m 11 pieces/ case • 2kg 

ECP-25N1/LUX11~LUX13 - 25.25X25.25 6.0 3.4 pieces/m 4 pieces/ case • 11.5kg 

90° Bend Net Tension

25 Square (Fit character)Net Tension

25 Square Net Tension ECP-2520NET/BRN11~BRN14 303x202 201x24.25 7.5-9.5 16.9 sheet/m2 11sheet/ case • 11kg
 
ECP-2520N/90-14/BRN11~BRN14 (38+105)x303 (35+2)•(37+104)•(68.5+68.5)•70.5+70.5)x24.25 7.5-9.5 3.4 sheet/m 4sheet/ case • 2.5kg
 
ECP-2510N1/BRN11~BRN14 101.5x303 (33.5•67•100.5)x24.25 7.5 3.4 sheet/m 4sheet/ case • 1.5kg
 

90° Bend Net Tension

25 Square (Fit character)Net Tension

Joint Size Joint Size Joint Size

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Dimensions
(both joints) (mmShape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Drawing
ECP - 615 ECP - 6151T/＊＊(R) ECP - 3151T/＊＊(R)

Shape Drawing
ECP - 25NET ECP - 25N/90-14 ECP-25N1

Shape Drawing
ECP - 2520NET ECP - 2520N/90-14 ECP-2510N1 ECP-2520NET
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CHRONICA　 It features a weathered look and subtle color variations.

GRANAS LINE It features a relief of horizontal streaks.
The shadows of light are emphasized, creating a luxurious space .

GRANAS VISTO The rough textures emphasize the shadows and light

ECP-151/CRC1 
(White) (VIT1)*

ECP-151/CRC3
(Brown) (CRC3)*

ECP-151/CRC2 
(Beige) (H4)*

ECP-2515NET/GLN1 
(White) (SP1)*

ECP-R/VIT1N（White) (VIT1)* ECP-R/VIT3N（Brown) (VIT3)*ECP-R/VIT2N（Beige) (VIT2)*

ECP-2515NET/GLN4
(Dark Grey) (LDR2)*

ECP-2515NET/GLN2
(Beige) (GLN2)*

ECP-2515NET/GLN3
(Brown) (GLN3)*

Product Notes  •It is partially patterned to bring out the natural stone texture.In particular,
color number VIT1N is a design in which the convex part of the white base layer is overlapped
with brown. •This product is designed to have a joint width about 1.0 mm in both vertical and
horizontal, and you can see the back net and the eye of the adhesive.•Because the small end is
not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface.Please check the actual sample.
•This product mixes several relief surface shapes. •The appearance of the odd-shaped border net
tension and the 90 ° bend net tension is di�erent in manufacture.•The internal dimension of a 900
bend is (29.35 67.25) x 49.5 mm regardless of the thickness.The inner corner should using the
odd-shaped border single-sided small end (short side) net tension and 25x151 x square net tension.
Cut with Please cut with the odd-shape border net tension. But it doesn’t mean
completely flat because it has a design.           

Sheet shape drawing (detail)
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Product Notes   •It is a horseback only product. When construction is carried out at a through joint,
a large gap is created at the intersection of the joints.•It has a partial pattern crossbar to give it a
natural earthy texture.In particular, color number CRC1 has a design in which the convex part of the
white base layer is overlaid with brown. •There is a large color width to bring out the
texture of the material. •This product is designed to have a joint width of about 1.0 mm, but
the outer ring is round, and the joint is partially open about several mm, and the adhesive is
visible from the joint.•Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface.
Please check the actual sample. •This product mixes several relief surface shapes.
The small end face of the come-out corner set and single-sided small end finish set is touch-up finish.
When construction from the middle of the wall without using a parting material,
please use the single-sided small end finish set in the left and  right ends.         
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Product Notes  •There area large color width to bring out the texture of the material.
•This product is designed to have a joint width by about 1.0 mm in both vertical and
horizontal directions, and you can see the back net and the adhesive comb etc.
•Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface.
Please check the actual sample.•The inside dimension of the 900 bend is
(65.25+27.4) x 24.25 mm. The inner corner should using 25x151 square single-sided small end
(short side) net tension and 25x151 x square net tension.Please cut with a 25x151 square net.
•25x151 single-sided small-end glazing (short side) net tensioning is a feature that
reduces unevenness in the inside corner by aligning particles of the same thickness in the
inside corner, but it doesn’t mean completely flat because it has a design.  
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Tile Shape Drawing (Detail)

Small End Finish

Small End Finish Set

Small End Finish

Out Corner Set

161 Square ECP-151/CRC1~CRC3 151.5X151.5 150.5X150.5 6.5-8.5 45.2 pieces/m 30 pieces/case • 6kg 

ECP-1575SETA/CRC1~CRC3 151.5X151.5,151.5X75.75 150.5X150.5,150.5X74.75 6.5 6.8Set/m 8 set/case • 3.5kg 

ECP-25N1/LUX11~LUX13 151.5X151.5,151.5X75.75 150.5X150.5,150.5X74.75 6.5 3.4 pieces/m 8 set/case • 3.5kg 

Out Corner Set 

Single Side Small End Finish Set 

Joint Size Joint Size Joint Size

25x161 Square Net Tension ECP-251NET/GLN1~GLN4 303x303 150.5X24.25 8.5 11.3 sheet/m 11 sheet/case • 11.9kg 

ECP-2515N/90-14/GLN1~GLN4 (36.9+74.75)x303 (35.9+73.75)x24.25 8.5 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case • 1.7kg 

ECP-2515N1/GLN1~GLN4 189.35X303 (36.85-150.5)X24.25 8.5 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case 2.5kg 

90° bend Net Tension 

25x151 Single Side Small End Glaze 

Tile Shape Drawing (Detail)

Joint Size Joint Size Joint Size

Small
Glaze

25 Square Net Tension ECP-R/VIT1N~VIT3N 303x303 (150.5•74.75)X49.5 7.0-9.0 11.3 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case • 13kg  

ECP-C/90-14/VIT1N~VIT3N (39.35+77.26)x303 (36.35~38.35+74.25~76.25)x49.5 7.0-9.0 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case • 1.8kg  

ECP-C/VIT1N~VIT3N 75.75x303 (36.85•74.75)x49.5 7.0 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case • 0.9kg  

90° Bend Net Tension 

25 Square (Fit character)
Net Tension 

 

Joint Size Joint Size Joint Size

Small
Glaze

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Dimensions
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Drawing
ECP - 151 ECP - 1575SETA ECP - 1575SETB

Shape Drawing

ECP - 2515NET ECP - 2515N/90-14

ECP - 2515NET ECP - 2515N1

ECP - 2515N1

Shape Drawing

ECP -R ECP - C/90-14 ECP - C
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Product Notes  •It is partially patterned to bring out the natural stone texture.In particular,
color number VIT1N is a design in which the convex part of the white base layer is overlapped
with brown. •This product is designed to have a joint width about 1.0 mm in both vertical and
horizontal, and you can see the back net and the eye of the adhesive.•Because the small end is
not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface.Please check the actual sample.
•This product mixes several relief surface shapes. •The appearance of the odd-shaped border net
tension and the 90 ° bend net tension is di�erent in manufacture.•The internal dimension of a 900
bend is (29.35 67.25) x 49.5 mm regardless of the thickness.The inner corner should using the
odd-shaped border single-sided small end (short side) net tension and 25x151 x square net tension.
Cut with Please cut with the odd-shape border net tension. But it doesn’t mean
completely flat because it has a design.           

Sheet shape drawing (detail)
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Product Notes   •It is a horseback only product. When construction is carried out at a through joint,
a large gap is created at the intersection of the joints.•It has a partial pattern crossbar to give it a
natural earthy texture.In particular, color number CRC1 has a design in which the convex part of the
white base layer is overlaid with brown. •There is a large color width to bring out the
texture of the material. •This product is designed to have a joint width of about 1.0 mm, but
the outer ring is round, and the joint is partially open about several mm, and the adhesive is
visible from the joint.•Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface.
Please check the actual sample. •This product mixes several relief surface shapes.
The small end face of the come-out corner set and single-sided small end finish set is touch-up finish.
When construction from the middle of the wall without using a parting material,
please use the single-sided small end finish set in the left and  right ends.         
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Product Notes  •There area large color width to bring out the texture of the material.
•This product is designed to have a joint width by about 1.0 mm in both vertical and
horizontal directions, and you can see the back net and the adhesive comb etc.
•Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface.
Please check the actual sample.•The inside dimension of the 900 bend is
(65.25+27.4) x 24.25 mm. The inner corner should using 25x151 square single-sided small end
(short side) net tension and 25x151 x square net tension.Please cut with a 25x151 square net.
•25x151 single-sided small-end glazing (short side) net tensioning is a feature that
reduces unevenness in the inside corner by aligning particles of the same thickness in the
inside corner, but it doesn’t mean completely flat because it has a design.  
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Tile Shape Drawing (Detail)

Small End Finish

Small End Finish Set

Small End Finish

Out Corner Set

161 Square ECP-151/CRC1~CRC3 151.5X151.5 150.5X150.5 6.5-8.5 45.2 pieces/m 30 pieces/case • 6kg 

ECP-1575SETA/CRC1~CRC3 151.5X151.5,151.5X75.75 150.5X150.5,150.5X74.75 6.5 6.8Set/m 8 set/case • 3.5kg 

ECP-25N1/LUX11~LUX13 151.5X151.5,151.5X75.75 150.5X150.5,150.5X74.75 6.5 3.4 pieces/m 8 set/case • 3.5kg 

Out Corner Set 

Single Side Small End Finish Set 

Joint Size Joint Size Joint Size

25x161 Square Net Tension ECP-251NET/GLN1~GLN4 303x303 150.5X24.25 8.5 11.3 sheet/m 11 sheet/case • 11.9kg 

ECP-2515N/90-14/GLN1~GLN4 (36.9+74.75)x303 (35.9+73.75)x24.25 8.5 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case • 1.7kg 

ECP-2515N1/GLN1~GLN4 189.35X303 (36.85-150.5)X24.25 8.5 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case 2.5kg 

90° bend Net Tension 

25x151 Single Side Small End Glaze 

Tile Shape Drawing (Detail)

Joint Size Joint Size Joint Size

Small
Glaze

25 Square Net Tension ECP-R/VIT1N~VIT3N 303x303 (150.5•74.75)X49.5 7.0-9.0 11.3 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case • 13kg  

ECP-C/90-14/VIT1N~VIT3N (39.35+77.26)x303 (36.35~38.35+74.25~76.25)x49.5 7.0-9.0 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case • 1.8kg  

ECP-C/VIT1N~VIT3N 75.75x303 (36.85•74.75)x49.5 7.0 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case • 0.9kg  

90° Bend Net Tension 

25 Square (Fit character)
Net Tension 

 

Joint Size Joint Size Joint Size

Small
Glaze

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Dimensions
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Drawing
ECP - 151 ECP - 1575SETA ECP - 1575SETB

Shape Drawing

ECP - 2515NET ECP - 2515N/90-14

ECP - 2515NET ECP - 2515N1

ECP - 2515N1

Shape Drawing

ECP -R ECP - C/90-14 ECP - C
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GRANAS RAXA It features a soft relief creating an interesting shadow e�ect.

GRANAS LUDRA Natural stone inspired design with di�erent thickness that is suitableas space accent.

GRANAS VAGUE A continuous concavetexture creates a rhythm on the wall to create an interesting wall feature.

ECP-315/RAX1
(White) (SP1)*

ECP-315/RAX1
(White) (SP1)*

ECP-315/RA2A
(Beige) (SNJ2)*

ECP-315/RAX2
(Beige) (SNJ2)*

ECP-315/RAX3
(Brown) (RAX3)*

ECP-315/RAX4
(Dark Grey) (RAX4)*

ECP-2515NET/LDR1N
(Grey) (LDR1)*

ECP-2515NET/LDR4N
(White) (SP1)*

ECP-315/VAG1
(White) (SP1)*

ECP-315/VAG1A
(White) (SP1)*

ECP-315/VAG3
(Dark Grey)
(VAG3)*

ECP-315/VAG3A
(Dark Grey)
(VAG3)*

ECP-315/VAG2
(Grey) (RAX4)*

ECP-315/VAG2A
(Grey) (RAX4)*

ECP-2515NET/LDR5N
(Beige) (SNJ2)*

ECP-2515NET/LDR2N
(Dark Grey) (LDR2)*

ECP-2515NET/LDR3N
(Brown) (LDR3)*

ECP-315/RAX4A
(Dark Grey) (RAX4)*

ECP-315/RAX3A
(Brown) (RAX3)*

Product Notes   •There are a large color width to bring out the texture of the material.
•This product is designed to have a joint width by about 1.0 mm in both vertical and
horizontal directions, and you can see the back net and the adhesive comb etc.
Although the sheet has a pattern and direction, it is assumed to be used randomly.
•Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface.
Please check the actual sample. •This product mixes several relief surface shapes.
•The internal dimension of a 90 ° bend is (29.35 67.25) x 49.5mm regardless of the thickness.
•25x151 square single-sided small-end glaze (short side) net covering is a feature to reduce the
unevenness of the inside corner by aligning the grain of the same thickness in the inside corner part,
but it doesn’t mean completely flat because it has a design.

Tile Shape Drawing (Detail)
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Small end Finish

Product Notes  •Please assign color numbers VAG1 to VAG3 to fit without cutting.
The thickness varies depending on the cutting position, and the small end can be seen.
•We recommend 303 x 151 square single-sided small-end finish (long side) for verticals.
•Use the flat corner for 303x151 square adjustment and the 303x151 square single-sided
small end finish (long side) for the outer corner. •Use a 303x151 square adjustment flat to
fit the internal corner. But it doesn’t mean completely flat because it has a design.
•The small end face of one side small end finish is touch-up finish.    
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Product Notes  •As color numbers RAX1 to RAX4 have directionality up and down,
please follow the construction pattern.•Please assign color numbers RAX1 to RAX4 to fit
without cutting. The thickness varies depending on the cutting position, and the small end can
be seen. •As for feature, we prepare for 303x151 single side small end finish (short side),
so we recommend horizontal lining. •Use the flats for 303x151 square adjustment flat and
303x151 square single-sided small-end finish (short side) for the out corners.
•Use 303x151 square adjustment flat for inside corner. But, doesn’t mean completely flat because
it has a design. •The small end face of one side small end finish is touch-up finish.       
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Side view of relief surface

Top view
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Relief Surface Drawing of 303x151 square

303 x 151 Square (Relief) ECP-315/RAX1~RAX4 - 303X151.5 4.5+4.5 22.6 Sheet/m 2 Sheet/case • 11.5kg  

ECP-315/RAX1A~RAX4A - 303X151.5 5.5 22.6 Sheet/m 28 Sheet/case • 1.7kg 

ECP-3151T/RAX1A(R ) ~RAX4A(R) - 303X151.5 5.5 28 Sheet/m 28 Sheet/case 11.5kg 

303 x 151Square (Adjusment Flat)

303 x 151 Square Single Side face 
Small End Finish (Short Side)

26 x 161 Square Net Tension ECP-2515NET/LDR1N~LDR5N 303 x 303 150.5 x 24.25 6.5・8.5 11.3 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case • 11.5kg 

ECP-2515N/90-14/LDR1N~LDR5N (37.0+74.8)x303 (34.0+71.8) (36.0+73.8)x24.25 6.5・8.5 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case • 1.9kg 

ECP-2515N1/LDR1N~LDR5N 189.35 x 303 (36.85・150.5)x24.25 6.5・8.5 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case 2.5kg 10.400 

90° bend Net Tension

26 x 161 Square Single Side face Small 
End Finish (Short Side) Net Tension)

Joint Size Joint Size Joint Size

303 x 151 Square (Relief) ECP-315/VAG1~VAG3 - 303 X 151.5 9.0 22.6 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case • 13.2kg 

ECP-315/VAG1A~VAG3A - 303 X 151.5 6.0 22.6 Sheet/m 26 Sheet/case • 12.3kg 

ECP-3151T/VAG1A(R )~VAG3A (R) - 303 X 151.5 6.0   3.4 Sheet/m 26 Sheet/case 12.3kg 

303 x 151 Square (Adjusment Flat)

303 x 151Square Single Side face Small 
End Finish (Short Side)

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number  Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number  Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Drawing
ECP - 315 ECP - 315/＊＊A ECP - 3151T/＊＊A(R)

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number  Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Drawing
ECP - 2515NET ECP - 2515N/90-14

ECP - 2515NET ECP - 2515N1

ECP - 2515N1

Shape Drawing
ECP - 315 ECP - 315/＊＊A ECP - 3151T/＊＊A(R)
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Product Notes   •There are a large color width to bring out the texture of the material.
•This product is designed to have a joint width by about 1.0 mm in both vertical and
horizontal directions, and you can see the back net and the adhesive comb etc.
Although the sheet has a pattern and direction, it is assumed to be used randomly.
•Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface.
Please check the actual sample. •This product mixes several relief surface shapes.
•The internal dimension of a 90 ° bend is (29.35 67.25) x 49.5mm regardless of the thickness.
•25x151 square single-sided small-end glaze (short side) net covering is a feature to reduce the
unevenness of the inside corner by aligning the grain of the same thickness in the inside corner part,
but it doesn’t mean completely flat because it has a design.
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Small end Finish

Product Notes  •Please assign color numbers VAG1 to VAG3 to fit without cutting.
The thickness varies depending on the cutting position, and the small end can be seen.
•We recommend 303 x 151 square single-sided small-end finish (long side) for verticals.
•Use the flat corner for 303x151 square adjustment and the 303x151 square single-sided
small end finish (long side) for the outer corner. •Use a 303x151 square adjustment flat to
fit the internal corner. But it doesn’t mean completely flat because it has a design.
•The small end face of one side small end finish is touch-up finish.    
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Product Notes  •As color numbers RAX1 to RAX4 have directionality up and down,
please follow the construction pattern.•Please assign color numbers RAX1 to RAX4 to fit
without cutting. The thickness varies depending on the cutting position, and the small end can
be seen. •As for feature, we prepare for 303x151 single side small end finish (short side),
so we recommend horizontal lining. •Use the flats for 303x151 square adjustment flat and
303x151 square single-sided small-end finish (short side) for the out corners.
•Use 303x151 square adjustment flat for inside corner. But, doesn’t mean completely flat because
it has a design. •The small end face of one side small end finish is touch-up finish.       
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Side view of relief surface

Top view
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Relief Surface Drawing of 303x151 square

303 x 151 Square (Relief) ECP-315/RAX1~RAX4 - 303X151.5 4.5+4.5 22.6 Sheet/m 2 Sheet/case • 11.5kg  

ECP-315/RAX1A~RAX4A - 303X151.5 5.5 22.6 Sheet/m 28 Sheet/case • 1.7kg 

ECP-3151T/RAX1A(R ) ~RAX4A(R) - 303X151.5 5.5 28 Sheet/m 28 Sheet/case 11.5kg 

303 x 151Square (Adjusment Flat)

303 x 151 Square Single Side face 
Small End Finish (Short Side)

26 x 161 Square Net Tension ECP-2515NET/LDR1N~LDR5N 303 x 303 150.5 x 24.25 6.5・8.5 11.3 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case • 11.5kg 

ECP-2515N/90-14/LDR1N~LDR5N (37.0+74.8)x303 (34.0+71.8) (36.0+73.8)x24.25 6.5・8.5 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case • 1.9kg 

ECP-2515N1/LDR1N~LDR5N 189.35 x 303 (36.85・150.5)x24.25 6.5・8.5 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case 2.5kg 10.400 

90° bend Net Tension

26 x 161 Square Single Side face Small 
End Finish (Short Side) Net Tension)

Joint Size Joint Size Joint Size

303 x 151 Square (Relief) ECP-315/VAG1~VAG3 - 303 X 151.5 9.0 22.6 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case • 13.2kg 

ECP-315/VAG1A~VAG3A - 303 X 151.5 6.0 22.6 Sheet/m 26 Sheet/case • 12.3kg 

ECP-3151T/VAG1A(R )~VAG3A (R) - 303 X 151.5 6.0   3.4 Sheet/m 26 Sheet/case 12.3kg 

303 x 151 Square (Adjusment Flat)

303 x 151Square Single Side face Small 
End Finish (Short Side)

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number  Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number  Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Drawing
ECP - 315 ECP - 315/＊＊A ECP - 3151T/＊＊A(R)

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number  Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Drawing
ECP - 2515NET ECP - 2515N/90-14

ECP - 2515NET ECP - 2515N1

ECP - 2515N1

Shape Drawing
ECP - 315 ECP - 315/＊＊A ECP - 3151T/＊＊A(R)

Please scan here

Please scan here

Please scan here
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GRANAS HART The design is based on brick wall surface. It features brick rustic edges and subtle color variations.

PEARL MASK II　 Pearly lines and shadow play create beautiful natural and modern wall surface.

CALMWOOD　 Sophisticated wood design is recommended for natural interior accents.

ECP-250/HRT1 (White) (SP1)* ECP-250/HRT2 (Grey) (HRT2)*

ECP-60NET/PMK11
(Burr White) (VSR1)*

ECP-60NET/PMK12
(Burr Vanila) (PMK1)*

ECP-2515NET/CWD1N
(Grey) (CWD1)*

ECP-2515NET/CWD2N
(Beige) (H4)*

49
.5

7.5・9.0

201 49
.5

48.5 149.5

Adhesive

Product Notes  •There are a large color width to bring out the texture of the material.
•This product is designed to have a joint width by about 1.0 mm in both vertical and
horizontal directions, and you can see the adhesive comb etc. •The internal dimension of
a (151+50)x50 bend is (140.5+39.5) x 49.5 mm regardless of the thickness.   

Product Notes •There are a large color width to bring out the texture of the material.
•This product is designed to have a joint width by about 1.0 mm in both vertical and
horizontal directions, and you can see the back net and the adhesive comb etc.
The sheets has a directionality in one pattern, but it is assumed to be used randomly.
•Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface.
Please check the actual sample. •This product mixes multiple relief surfaces.
•The internal dimension of a 900 bend is (65.3+27.5) x 24.25 mm regardless of the thickness.
•The 25 x 151 square single-sided small-edge (short side) net tension is a feature that reduces the
unevenness of the in-corner by aligning grains of the same thickness in the in-corner part,
but it does not mean become completely flat because it has a design.

303
6.5・8.5

30
3

72.835.0

30
3

189.35

151.5

6.5

30
3

Product Notes  •The sheet dimensions are 303 x 303 mm. When assigning,
assign in sheet units. •The sheet has a directionality, and the thick piece lined up in the
upper right is the standard installation method. •Because the small end is not decorated,
the color is di�erent from the surface. Please check the actual sample.
•This product has a pearly texture and mixes multiple relief surfaces.
•The internal dimension of a 90 ° bend is (55.1+55.1) x 60.6 mm regardless of the thickness.
•The 60-square (fitting feature) is a feature that reduces the unevenness of the in-corner by
aligning grains of the same thickness in the in-corner part, but it does not mean become
completely flat because it has a design.

303

30
3

5.5・8.5

30
3

60.660.6 5.5

30
3

60.6

202 X 60 Square ECP-250/HRT1~HRT2 202 X 50.5 201 X 49.5   7.5.9.0 103 Sheet/m 100 Sheet/case 14.2kg 

ECP-2501/90-14/HRT1~HRT2 - (148.0+47.0).(149.5+48.5)X49.5 7.5.90.0 20.5 Sheet/m 60 Sheet/case • 8.8kg (161+60) x 60 Bend

60 Square Net Tension EECP-60 NET/PMK11~PMK12 - 60.6 x 60.6 5.5 8.5 11.3 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case • 11.5kg 

ECP-60N/90-14/PMK11~PMK12 - (60.6 x 60.6) x 60.6 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case • 4.5kg 90° Net Tension

ECP-60N1/PMK11~PMK12 - 60.6 x 60.6 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case 0.7kg 60 Square (Fit character) Net Tension

60 Square Net Tension ECP-2515NET/CWD1N~CWD2N 303 X 303 150.5 X 24.25 6.5 8.5 11.3 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case • 12kg 

ECP-2515N/90-14/CWD1N~CWD2N (35.0+72.8) X 303 (34.0+71.8)X24.25 6.5 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case • 17kg 90° Net Tension

ECP-2515N1/CWD1N~CWD2N 189.35 x 303 (36.85.150.5)x24.25 6.5 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case 2.5kg 60 Square (Fit character) Net Tension

Joint Size Joint Size Joint Size

Shape Drawing
ECP - 250 ECP - 2501/90-14

Shape Drawing
ECP - 60NET ECP - 60N/90-14 ECP - 60N1

Shape Drawing
ECP - 2515NET ECP - 2515N/90-14 ECP - 2515N1

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number  Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number  Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number  Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight
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49
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7.5・9.0

201 49
.5

48.5 149.5

Adhesive

Product Notes  •There are a large color width to bring out the texture of the material.
•This product is designed to have a joint width by about 1.0 mm in both vertical and
horizontal directions, and you can see the adhesive comb etc. •The internal dimension of
a (151+50)x50 bend is (140.5+39.5) x 49.5 mm regardless of the thickness.   

Product Notes •There are a large color width to bring out the texture of the material.
•This product is designed to have a joint width by about 1.0 mm in both vertical and
horizontal directions, and you can see the back net and the adhesive comb etc.
The sheets has a directionality in one pattern, but it is assumed to be used randomly.
•Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface.
Please check the actual sample. •This product mixes multiple relief surfaces.
•The internal dimension of a 900 bend is (65.3+27.5) x 24.25 mm regardless of the thickness.
•The 25 x 151 square single-sided small-edge (short side) net tension is a feature that reduces the
unevenness of the in-corner by aligning grains of the same thickness in the in-corner part,
but it does not mean become completely flat because it has a design.

303
6.5・8.5

30
3

72.835.0

30
3

189.35

151.5

6.5

30
3

Product Notes  •The sheet dimensions are 303 x 303 mm. When assigning,
assign in sheet units. •The sheet has a directionality, and the thick piece lined up in the
upper right is the standard installation method. •Because the small end is not decorated,
the color is di�erent from the surface. Please check the actual sample.
•This product has a pearly texture and mixes multiple relief surfaces.
•The internal dimension of a 90 ° bend is (55.1+55.1) x 60.6 mm regardless of the thickness.
•The 60-square (fitting feature) is a feature that reduces the unevenness of the in-corner by
aligning grains of the same thickness in the in-corner part, but it does not mean become
completely flat because it has a design.

303

30
3

5.5・8.5

30
3

60.660.6 5.5

30
3

60.6

202 X 60 Square ECP-250/HRT1~HRT2 202 X 50.5 201 X 49.5   7.5.9.0 103 Sheet/m 100 Sheet/case 14.2kg 

ECP-2501/90-14/HRT1~HRT2 - (148.0+47.0).(149.5+48.5)X49.5 7.5.90.0 20.5 Sheet/m 60 Sheet/case • 8.8kg (161+60) x 60 Bend

60 Square Net Tension EECP-60 NET/PMK11~PMK12 - 60.6 x 60.6 5.5 8.5 11.3 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case • 11.5kg 

ECP-60N/90-14/PMK11~PMK12 - (60.6 x 60.6) x 60.6 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case • 4.5kg 90° Net Tension

ECP-60N1/PMK11~PMK12 - 60.6 x 60.6 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case 0.7kg 60 Square (Fit character) Net Tension

60 Square Net Tension ECP-2515NET/CWD1N~CWD2N 303 X 303 150.5 X 24.25 6.5 8.5 11.3 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case • 12kg 

ECP-2515N/90-14/CWD1N~CWD2N (35.0+72.8) X 303 (34.0+71.8)X24.25 6.5 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case • 17kg 90° Net Tension

ECP-2515N1/CWD1N~CWD2N 189.35 x 303 (36.85.150.5)x24.25 6.5 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case 2.5kg 60 Square (Fit character) Net Tension

Joint Size Joint Size Joint Size

Shape Drawing
ECP - 250 ECP - 2501/90-14

Shape Drawing
ECP - 60NET ECP - 60N/90-14 ECP - 60N1

Shape Drawing
ECP - 2515NET ECP - 2515N/90-14 ECP - 2515N1

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number  Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number  Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number  Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight
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LAYER MIX Soft texture with a vintage feel creates a classic and timeless space.

QUILT　 Design combining texture of di�erent weaving patterns. Recommended for accents in areas such as bedrooms,
study room, or powder room.

LAND (CLAYISH)　 The texture of earthy tones material produces a warm space.

ECP-SET/LAY1 (White) (SP1)*

ECP-SET/LAY3 (Grey) (LAY3)*

ECP-SET/LAY2 (Light Grey) (SLA3)*

ECP-60NET/QLT1
(White) (SP1)*

ECP-60NET/QLT2
(Grey Beige) (QLT2)*

ECP-275NET/PLD1
(Ivory) (SP1)*

ECP-275NET/PLD2
(Beige) (H4)*

Product Notes •There are a large color width to bring out the texture of the material.
•The sheet dimension is 303x303mm. When assigning, assign in sheet units. •The sheet has a
directionality, and the thick piece lined up in the upper right  is the standard installation method.
•Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface. •This product mixes
multiple relief surfaces. •The internal dimension of a 90 ° bend is (55.4+55.1) x 60.6 mm regardless of
the thickness. •The 60-square (fitting feature) is a feature that reduces the unevenness of the in-corner
by aligning grains of the same thickness in the in-corner part, but it does not mean become
completely flat because it has a design.   

Product Notes •There are a large color width to bring out the texture of the material.
•This product is designed to have a joint width by about 1.0 mm in both vertical and
horizontal directions, and you can see the back net and the adhesive comb etc.
•Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface.
Please check the actual sample. •This product mixes multiple relief surfaces.
•The internal dimension of a 90° bend is (65.25+27.4) x 24.25 mm regardless of the thickness.
•The 25 x 75 square single-sided small-edge (short side) net tension is a feature that
reduces the unevenness of the in-corner by aligning grains of the same thickness in the
in-corner part, but it does not mean become completely flat because it has a design. 

Product Notes •There are a large color width to bring out the texture of the material.
The small end face of one side small end finish is touch-up finish. •The odd shape set can’t be
shipped in bulk. Please use 303 square flats, 303x 151 square flats, 151 square flats.
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Sheet Shape Drawing (Detail)

Odd Shape Set ECP-SET/LAY1-LAY3 -  - 7.0 3.5 Set/m 4 Set/case • 14kg  

303 Square ECP-303/LAY~LAY3 - 303x303 7.0 11.3 Sheet/m 11Sheet/case • 12kg  

303 Square Single Side ECP-3031T/LAY1~LAY3 - 303x303 7.0 3.4 Sheet/m 11Sheet/case 2.5kg  

face Small End Finish 

303x151 Square ECP-315/LAY1~LAY3 - 303x151.5 7.0 6.8 Sheet/m (22) Sheet/Case(12kg)  

303x151 Square Single Side Face ECP-3151T/LAY1(U)~LAY3(U) - 303X151.5 7.0 3.4 Sheet/m (22) Sheet/Case(12kg)  

Small End (Long Side)

303x151 Square Single Side Face ECP-3151T/LAY1(R)~LAY3(R 303X151.5 7.0 6.8 Sheet/m (22) Sheet/Case(12kg) 690 Yen/m (690 Yen/Case)) -  

Small End (Long Side)

161 Square ECP-151/LAY1~LAY3 - 151.5x151 7.0 45.2 Sheet/m (40) Sheet/Case (10.6)kg  

161 Square Single Side ECP-1511T/LAY1~LAY3 - 151.5x151 7.0 6.8 Sheet/m (40) Sheet/Case (10.6)kg  

Face Small End

 

Small end finish Small end finish

Small end finish

ECP-60NET/QLT1~QLT2 - 60.6x60.6 6.0 9.0  11.3 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case • 11.5kg 

ECP-60N/90-14/QLT1~QLT2 - (60.6+60.6)x60.6 6.0 3.4 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case • 4.9kg 

ECP-60N1/QLT1~QLT2 - 60.6x60.6 6.0 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case 0.7kg 

60 Square Net Tension

 

90° Net Tension

60 (Fit Character) Net tension

ECP-275NET/PLD1~PLD2 303x303 74.75x24.25 6.0•8.5 11.3 sheet/m2 11sheet/ case • 10.9kg
 
ECP-275N/90-14/PLD1~PLD2 (34.4+72.25)x303 (33.4+71.25)x24.25 6.0 3.4 sheet/m 4sheet/ case • 1.4kg
 
ECP-275N1/PLD1~PLD2 75.75x303 (36.9•74.75.5)x24.25 6.0 3.4 Sheet/m 4sheet/ case • 0.8kg
 

25 Square Net Tension

 

90° Bend Net Tension

25 Square (Fit character)Net Tension

Joint Size Joint Size Joint Size

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Dimensions
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Drawing
ECP - SET ECP - 303

Shape Drawing
ECP - 60NET ECP - 60N/90-14 ECP - 60N1

Shape Drawing
ECP - 275NET ECP - 275N/90-14 ECP - 275N1 ECP - 275NET

ECP - 3031T ECP - 315

ECP - 3151T/＊＊(U) ECP - 3151T/＊＊(R) ECP - 151 ECP - 1511T

Please scan here
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Product Notes •There are a large color width to bring out the texture of the material.
•The sheet dimension is 303x303mm. When assigning, assign in sheet units. •The sheet has a
directionality, and the thick piece lined up in the upper right  is the standard installation method.
•Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface. •This product mixes
multiple relief surfaces. •The internal dimension of a 90 ° bend is (55.4+55.1) x 60.6 mm regardless of
the thickness. •The 60-square (fitting feature) is a feature that reduces the unevenness of the in-corner
by aligning grains of the same thickness in the in-corner part, but it does not mean become
completely flat because it has a design.   

Product Notes •There are a large color width to bring out the texture of the material.
•This product is designed to have a joint width by about 1.0 mm in both vertical and
horizontal directions, and you can see the back net and the adhesive comb etc.
•Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface.
Please check the actual sample. •This product mixes multiple relief surfaces.
•The internal dimension of a 90° bend is (65.25+27.4) x 24.25 mm regardless of the thickness.
•The 25 x 75 square single-sided small-edge (short side) net tension is a feature that
reduces the unevenness of the in-corner by aligning grains of the same thickness in the
in-corner part, but it does not mean become completely flat because it has a design. 

Product Notes •There are a large color width to bring out the texture of the material.
The small end face of one side small end finish is touch-up finish. •The odd shape set can’t be
shipped in bulk. Please use 303 square flats, 303x 151 square flats, 151 square flats.
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Sheet Shape Drawing (Detail)

Odd Shape Set ECP-SET/LAY1-LAY3 -  - 7.0 3.5 Set/m 4 Set/case • 14kg  

303 Square ECP-303/LAY~LAY3 - 303x303 7.0 11.3 Sheet/m 11Sheet/case • 12kg  

303 Square Single Side ECP-3031T/LAY1~LAY3 - 303x303 7.0 3.4 Sheet/m 11Sheet/case 2.5kg  

face Small End Finish 

303x151 Square ECP-315/LAY1~LAY3 - 303x151.5 7.0 6.8 Sheet/m (22) Sheet/Case(12kg)  

303x151 Square Single Side Face ECP-3151T/LAY1(U)~LAY3(U) - 303X151.5 7.0 3.4 Sheet/m (22) Sheet/Case(12kg)  

Small End (Long Side)

303x151 Square Single Side Face ECP-3151T/LAY1(R)~LAY3(R 303X151.5 7.0 6.8 Sheet/m (22) Sheet/Case(12kg) 690 Yen/m (690 Yen/Case)) -  

Small End (Long Side)

161 Square ECP-151/LAY1~LAY3 - 151.5x151 7.0 45.2 Sheet/m (40) Sheet/Case (10.6)kg  

161 Square Single Side ECP-1511T/LAY1~LAY3 - 151.5x151 7.0 6.8 Sheet/m (40) Sheet/Case (10.6)kg  

Face Small End

 

Small end finish Small end finish

Small end finish

ECP-60NET/QLT1~QLT2 - 60.6x60.6 6.0 9.0  11.3 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case • 11.5kg 

ECP-60N/90-14/QLT1~QLT2 - (60.6+60.6)x60.6 6.0 3.4 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case • 4.9kg 

ECP-60N1/QLT1~QLT2 - 60.6x60.6 6.0 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case 0.7kg 

60 Square Net Tension

 

90° Net Tension

60 (Fit Character) Net tension

ECP-275NET/PLD1~PLD2 303x303 74.75x24.25 6.0•8.5 11.3 sheet/m2 11sheet/ case • 10.9kg
 
ECP-275N/90-14/PLD1~PLD2 (34.4+72.25)x303 (33.4+71.25)x24.25 6.0 3.4 sheet/m 4sheet/ case • 1.4kg
 
ECP-275N1/PLD1~PLD2 75.75x303 (36.9•74.75.5)x24.25 6.0 3.4 Sheet/m 4sheet/ case • 0.8kg
 

25 Square Net Tension

 

90° Bend Net Tension

25 Square (Fit character)Net Tension

Joint Size Joint Size Joint Size

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Dimensions
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Drawing
ECP - SET ECP - 303

Shape Drawing
ECP - 60NET ECP - 60N/90-14 ECP - 60N1

Shape Drawing
ECP - 275NET ECP - 275N/90-14 ECP - 275N1 ECP - 275NET

ECP - 3031T ECP - 315

ECP - 3151T/＊＊(U) ECP - 3151T/＊＊(R) ECP - 151 ECP - 1511T
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LAND (STONISH) 　A beautiful shadow is expressed with the mosaic of the stone texture.
Recommended for accents such as living room.

PETRA SQUARE Natural stone surface uneven texture. The shadow by lighting creates a beautiful
wall surface.

VELE　 Rounded and convex design produces beautiful shadows.

ECP-275NET/RO1
(Light Grey) (RO1)*

ECP-275NET/RO2
(Light Beige) (N2)*

ECP-60NET/PTS1N
(Light Grey) (RO1)*

ECP-60NET/PTS2N
(Light Beige) (N2)*

ECP-30NET/WE1
(White) (SP1)*

ECP-30NET/WE4
(Grey) (TK3)*

ECP-30NET/WE2
(Ivory) (RO1)*

ECP-30NET/WE3
(Ivory) (N2)*

Joint Size

303

30
3

7.5・9.5 75.7537.85

303

75.75

303

7.5・9.5

ECP-275NET 

37.85 302

30
2

Product Notes •This product is designed to have a joint width by about 1.0 mm in both vertical and
horizontal directions, and you can see the back net and the adhesive comb etc. •Because the small
end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface. Please check the actual sample.
•This product mixes multiple relief surfaces. •The internal dimension of a 90°
bend is (65.0+27.5) x 24.25 mm regardless of the thickness.  

Product Notes •The internal dimension is 303x303 mm. When assigning, assign in sheet units.
The order of grains is random, but sometimes the grains are in the same direction. •The 90 °·
30 ° corner (which is a special feature) is a flat surface di�erent from that of a 30 square net.
•The 30-square net and the 90-piece 30-square (fit-in character) colors look di�erent
depending on the area of the light, depending on the surface condition.
•The internal dimension of 90 ° bend is (25.95+25.95) x 30.3mm.
•The 30 corner (fitting feature) is a feature to reduce the unevenness of the inside corner.

 

Product Notes •There are a large color width to bring out the texture of the material.
•The internal dimension is 303x303 mm. When assigning, assign in sheet units.
•The sheet has a directionality, and the thick piece lined up in the upper right is the
standard installation method. •Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from
the surface. Please check the actual sample. •This product mixes multiple relief surfaces.
•The internal dimension of 90 ° bend is (55.1+55.1) x 60.6 mm regardless of the thickness.
•The 60-square (fitting feature) is a feature that reduces the unevenness of the in-corner by
aligning grains of the same thickness in the in-corner part, but it does not mean become
completely flat because it has a design. 
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25x75 Square Net Tension ECP-275NET/RO1~RO2 303x303 74.75x24.25 7.5 9.5 11.3 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case • 12kg 

ECP-275N/90-14/RO1~RO2 (37.85+75.75)x303 (34.85+72.25)(36.85+74.75)x24.25 7.5 9.5 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case • 1.9kg 

ECP-3151T/AMB1N (R) 303x151.5 302x150.5 7.0 6.8 pieces/m 26 pieces/ case • 11.5kg      

90° Net Tension

25x75 Square Single Side face Small 
End Glaze (Short Side) Net Tension

Joint Size Joint Size

Shape Drawing (Details)

60 Square Net Tension EECP-60NET/PTS1N~PTS2N - 60.6x60.6 5.5 8.5 11.3 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case • 11.5kg 

ECP-60N/90-14/PTS1N~PTS2N - (60.6+60.6)x60.6 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case • 4.5kg 

ECP-60N1/PTS1N~PTS2N - 60.6x60.6 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case 0.7kg 

90° Net Tension

60 (Fit Character) Net tension

25 Square Net Tension ECP-30NET/WE1~WE4 - 30.3x30.3 4.5+4 11.3 sheet/m2 11sheet/ case • 12.5kg 

ECP-30N/90-14/WE1~WE4 - (31.45+31.45)x30.3 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 11sheet/ case • 3kg
 
ECP-30N1/WE1~WE4 - 30.3x30.3 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 4sheet/ case • 0.8kg
 

90° Bend Net Tension

25 Square (Fit character)Net Tension

Small 
Glaze

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number  Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number  Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Dimensions
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number  Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Drawing

ECP - 275NET ECP - 275N/90- 14 ECP - 275N1

Shape Drawing

ECP - 60NET ECP - 60N/90- 14 ECP - 60N1

Shape Drawing

ECP - 30NET ECP - 30N/90- 14 ECP - 30N1

Please scan here

Please scan here

Please scan here
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Joint Size

303

30
3

7.5・9.5 75.7537.85

303

75.75

303

7.5・9.5

ECP-275NET 

37.85 302

30
2

Product Notes •This product is designed to have a joint width by about 1.0 mm in both vertical and
horizontal directions, and you can see the back net and the adhesive comb etc. •Because the small
end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface. Please check the actual sample.
•This product mixes multiple relief surfaces. •The internal dimension of a 90°
bend is (65.0+27.5) x 24.25 mm regardless of the thickness.  

Product Notes •The internal dimension is 303x303 mm. When assigning, assign in sheet units.
The order of grains is random, but sometimes the grains are in the same direction. •The 90 °·
30 ° corner (which is a special feature) is a flat surface di�erent from that of a 30 square net.
•The 30-square net and the 90-piece 30-square (fit-in character) colors look di�erent
depending on the area of the light, depending on the surface condition.
•The internal dimension of 90 ° bend is (25.95+25.95) x 30.3mm.
•The 30 corner (fitting feature) is a feature to reduce the unevenness of the inside corner.

 

Product Notes •There are a large color width to bring out the texture of the material.
•The internal dimension is 303x303 mm. When assigning, assign in sheet units.
•The sheet has a directionality, and the thick piece lined up in the upper right is the
standard installation method. •Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from
the surface. Please check the actual sample. •This product mixes multiple relief surfaces.
•The internal dimension of 90 ° bend is (55.1+55.1) x 60.6 mm regardless of the thickness.
•The 60-square (fitting feature) is a feature that reduces the unevenness of the in-corner by
aligning grains of the same thickness in the in-corner part, but it does not mean become
completely flat because it has a design. 

60.660.6

30
3

5.5
30

3
60.6

303

30
3

5.5・8.5

8.5 4.5

30.3 30.3

60°

3 3

Cross Section of 30 square net tension 1grain

30
3

5.530.3303

30
3

4.5+4.0

30
3

31.4531.45

25x75 Square Net Tension ECP-275NET/RO1~RO2 303x303 74.75x24.25 7.5 9.5 11.3 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case • 12kg 

ECP-275N/90-14/RO1~RO2 (37.85+75.75)x303 (34.85+72.25)(36.85+74.75)x24.25 7.5 9.5 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case • 1.9kg 

ECP-3151T/AMB1N (R) 303x151.5 302x150.5 7.0 6.8 pieces/m 26 pieces/ case • 11.5kg      

90° Net Tension

25x75 Square Single Side face Small 
End Glaze (Short Side) Net Tension

Joint Size Joint Size

Shape Drawing (Details)

60 Square Net Tension EECP-60NET/PTS1N~PTS2N - 60.6x60.6 5.5 8.5 11.3 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case • 11.5kg 

ECP-60N/90-14/PTS1N~PTS2N - (60.6+60.6)x60.6 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case • 4.5kg 

ECP-60N1/PTS1N~PTS2N - 60.6x60.6 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case 0.7kg 

90° Net Tension

60 (Fit Character) Net tension

25 Square Net Tension ECP-30NET/WE1~WE4 - 30.3x30.3 4.5+4 11.3 sheet/m2 11sheet/ case • 12.5kg 

ECP-30N/90-14/WE1~WE4 - (31.45+31.45)x30.3 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 11sheet/ case • 3kg
 
ECP-30N1/WE1~WE4 - 30.3x30.3 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 4sheet/ case • 0.8kg
 

90° Bend Net Tension

25 Square (Fit character)Net Tension

Small 
Glaze

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number  Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number  Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Dimensions
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number  Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Drawing

ECP - 275NET ECP - 275N/90- 14 ECP - 275N1

Shape Drawing

ECP - 60NET ECP - 60N/90- 14 ECP - 60N1

Shape Drawing

ECP - 30NET ECP - 30N/90- 14 ECP - 30N1

Please scan here
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CASSE　The uneven design such as split stone makes a beautiful shade. Recommended for accents such as cafes
and homes. 

ROUGH SAWN It features a textured relief of roughwood with beautiful color variations 

STONE II 　 Stunning design inspired by natural masonry.

ECP-30NET/M4
(Cot Beige)   (N8)*

ECP-SETA/STN1 (Ivory) (VIT1)*

ECP-SETA/STN3 (Grey) (STN3)*

ECP-SETA/STN2 (Beige)  (VIT2)*

ECP-275NET/RGS1
(White)   (SP1)*

ECP-275NET/RGS2
(White Beige) (N2)*

ECP-275NET/RGS3
(Light Brown)  (RGS3)*

ECP-30NET/M1
(Ivory Beige)   (A1)*

ECP-30NET/M2
(Beige)   (N2)*

ECP-3030NET/M3
(Light Green)  (M3)*

Product Notes •There are a large color width to bring out the texture of the material.
•This product is designed to have a joint width by about 1.0 mm in both vertical and
horizontal directions, and you can see the back net and the adhesive comb etc.
•Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface.
Please check the actual sample. •This product mixes multiple relief surfaces.
Vertical tension is recommended. Features are set on the basis of vertical lining.
Vertical tension is recommended. Features are set on the basis of vertical lining.
•The internal dimension of 90° is (18.25+18.25) x 74.75 mm. 25x75 square.
•The 25x75-square (fitting feature) is a feature that reduces the unevenness of the
in-corner by aligning grains of the same thickness in the in-corner part, but it does not mean
become completely flat because it has a design.

Product Notes •There are a large color width to bring out the texture of the
material. •There are directions in the surface and pattern. It is recommended to
carry out the construction to align right up. The small end face of one side small end a
finish is touch-up finish. However, the handle may fall to the right in the 303x151
square flat and the fitting part. •The small end face of one side small end finish is
touch-up finish. The odd set can’t be shipped in bulk. Please use 303 square flats,
303x 151 square flats, 151 square flats
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Product Notes •There are a large color width to bring out the texture of the material.
•The internal dimension is 303x303 mm. When assigning, assign in sheet units.
•The internal dimension of 90 ° bend is (24.3+24.3) x 30.3 mm regardless of the thickness.
•The 30-square (fitting feature) is a feature that reduces the unevenness of the in-corner by
aligning grains of the same thickness in the in-corner part, but it does not mean become
completely flat because it has a design.     

 
 

30 Square Net Tension ECP-30NET/M1~M4 - 30.3x3.3 5.5~7.5 11.3 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case • 12kg      

ECP-30N/90-14/M1~M4 - (29.8~31.8+29.8~31.8)x30.3 5.5~7.5 3.4 Sh eet/m 4 Sheet/case •  0kg        

ECP-30N1/M1~M4 - 30.3x30.3 6.5 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case 0.8kg        

90° Net Tension

30Square (Fit Character) Net tension

25x75 Square Net Tension ECP-275NET/RGS1~RGS3 303x 303 24.25x74.7 6.0 8.5 11.3 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case • 12.2 kg    

ECP-275N/90-14/RGS1~RGS3 (25.25+25.25)x303 (+24.25)x74.75 6.0 3.4 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case 1.7kg 
      

   

ECP-275N1/RGS1~RGS3 25.25x303 x74.75 6.0 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case 0.6kg       

90° Net Tension

25x75Square (Fit Character) 
Net tension

Joint Size Joint Size

Odd Shape Set ECP-SETA/STM1~STN3 - - 7.0 3.5 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case • 13.7kg       

ECP-303/STN1~STN3 - 303x303 7.0 11.3 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case • 11.5 kg      

ECP-3031 T/STN1~STN3 - 303x303 7.0 3.4 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case • 11.5 kg        

303 Square

303 Square Single Side End 
Small Finish

303X151 Square ECP-315/S TN1~STN3 - 303x151.5 7.0 22.6 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case • (11.5) kg        

ECP-3151 T/STN1(R)~STN3 (R) - 303x151.5 7.0 3.4 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case • (11.5) kg        

ECP-3151 T/STN1 (U)~STN3(U) - 303x151.5 7.0 6.8 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case •  (11.5) kg        

303X151 Square Single Side End 
Small Finish (Long Side)

303X151 Square Single Side End 
Small Finish (Short Side)

151 Square ECP-151/S TN1~STN3 - 151.5x151.5 7.0 45.2 Sheet/m 40 Sheet/case • (10.5) kg         

ECP-1511 T~STN3 - 151.5x151.5 7.0 6.8 Sheet/m 40 Sheet/case •  (10.5) kg        151 Square Single Side End 
Small Finish

Small end finish

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number  Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Drawing
ECP - 30NET ECP - 30N/90- 14 ECP - 30N1

Shape Drawing
ECP - 275NET ECP - 275N/90- 14 ECP - 275N1

Shape Drawing
ECP - SETA ECP - 303 ECP - 3031T

ECP - 315 ECP - 3151T/＊＊R) ECP - 3151T/＊＊(U) ECP - 151 ECP - 1511T

Please scan here

Please scan here

Please scan here
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Product Notes •There are a large color width to bring out the texture of the material.
•This product is designed to have a joint width by about 1.0 mm in both vertical and
horizontal directions, and you can see the back net and the adhesive comb etc.
•Because the small end is not decorated, the color is di�erent from the surface.
Please check the actual sample. •This product mixes multiple relief surfaces.
Vertical tension is recommended. Features are set on the basis of vertical lining.
Vertical tension is recommended. Features are set on the basis of vertical lining.
•The internal dimension of 90° is (18.25+18.25) x 74.75 mm. 25x75 square.
•The 25x75-square (fitting feature) is a feature that reduces the unevenness of the
in-corner by aligning grains of the same thickness in the in-corner part, but it does not mean
become completely flat because it has a design.

Product Notes •There are a large color width to bring out the texture of the
material. •There are directions in the surface and pattern. It is recommended to
carry out the construction to align right up. The small end face of one side small end a
finish is touch-up finish. However, the handle may fall to the right in the 303x151
square flat and the fitting part. •The small end face of one side small end finish is
touch-up finish. The odd set can’t be shipped in bulk. Please use 303 square flats,
303x 151 square flats, 151 square flats
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Product Notes •There are a large color width to bring out the texture of the material.
•The internal dimension is 303x303 mm. When assigning, assign in sheet units.
•The internal dimension of 90 ° bend is (24.3+24.3) x 30.3 mm regardless of the thickness.
•The 30-square (fitting feature) is a feature that reduces the unevenness of the in-corner by
aligning grains of the same thickness in the in-corner part, but it does not mean become
completely flat because it has a design.     

 
 

30 Square Net Tension ECP-30NET/M1~M4 - 30.3x3.3 5.5~7.5 11.3 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case • 12kg      

ECP-30N/90-14/M1~M4 - (29.8~31.8+29.8~31.8)x30.3 5.5~7.5 3.4 Sh eet/m 4 Sheet/case •  0kg        

ECP-30N1/M1~M4 - 30.3x30.3 6.5 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case 0.8kg        

90° Net Tension

30Square (Fit Character) Net tension

25x75 Square Net Tension ECP-275NET/RGS1~RGS3 303x 303 24.25x74.7 6.0 8.5 11.3 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case • 12.2 kg    

ECP-275N/90-14/RGS1~RGS3 (25.25+25.25)x303 (+24.25)x74.75 6.0 3.4 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case 1.7kg 
      

   

ECP-275N1/RGS1~RGS3 25.25x303 x74.75 6.0 3.4 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case 0.6kg       

90° Net Tension

25x75Square (Fit Character) 
Net tension

Joint Size Joint Size

Odd Shape Set ECP-SETA/STM1~STN3 - - 7.0 3.5 Sheet/m 4 Sheet/case • 13.7kg       

ECP-303/STN1~STN3 - 303x303 7.0 11.3 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case • 11.5 kg      

ECP-3031 T/STN1~STN3 - 303x303 7.0 3.4 Sheet/m 11 Sheet/case • 11.5 kg        

303 Square

303 Square Single Side End 
Small Finish

303X151 Square ECP-315/S TN1~STN3 - 303x151.5 7.0 22.6 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case • (11.5) kg        

ECP-3151 T/STN1(R)~STN3 (R) - 303x151.5 7.0 3.4 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case • (11.5) kg        

ECP-3151 T/STN1 (U)~STN3(U) - 303x151.5 7.0 6.8 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case •  (11.5) kg        

303X151 Square Single Side End 
Small Finish (Long Side)

303X151 Square Single Side End 
Small Finish (Short Side)

151 Square ECP-151/S TN1~STN3 - 151.5x151.5 7.0 45.2 Sheet/m 40 Sheet/case • (10.5) kg         

ECP-1511 T~STN3 - 151.5x151.5 7.0 6.8 Sheet/m 40 Sheet/case •  (10.5) kg        151 Square Single Side End 
Small Finish

Small end finish

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number  Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Drawing
ECP - 30NET ECP - 30N/90- 14 ECP - 30N1

Shape Drawing
ECP - 275NET ECP - 275N/90- 14 ECP - 275N1

Shape Drawing
ECP - SETA ECP - 303 ECP - 3031T

ECP - 315 ECP - 3151T/＊＊R) ECP - 3151T/＊＊(U) ECP - 151 ECP - 1511T

Please scan here
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Please scan here
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RIB MIX A design that mixes fine lines and texture that adds a subtle accent to the space.

NEW TRANCE 　 It features geometric relief. Recommended for stylish space acc

FEMINA　Antique stucco texture in feminine color swatches.

N
＊

ECP-303/RBM1N
(White)   (SP1)*

ECP-303/RBM2N
(Beige)   (A3)*

ECP-303/RBM3N
(Grey)   (TK3)*

ECP-303/NTC1N
(White)   (SP1)*

ECP-303/NTC2N
(Beige)   (A3)*

ECP-303/NTC3N
(Grey)   (TK3)*

ECP-303/NTC1FN
(White)   (SP1)*

ECP-303/NTC2FN
(Beige)   (A3)*

ECP-303/NTC3FN
(Grey)   (TK3)*

ECP-303/FMN1N
(White)   (SP1)*

ECP-303/FMN2N
(Lavender)   (FMN2)*

ECP-303/FMN3N
(Greyish Blue)   (FMN3)*

ECP-303/FMN4N
(Rose)   (A2)*

ECP-303/FMN5N
(Mauve)   (FMN5)*

ECP-303/FMN6N
(Greyish Brown)   (RST3)*

Product Notes •It can also be used for indoor ceilings (not for kitchen and bathroom ceilings).
•Tint may di�er depending on production lot units, shapes, and each sheet. The relief is directional.
The look of the design is di�erent between vertical and horizontal. Please check the actual product,
please consider the direction of stretching. Vertical design is recommended. Features are set on the
basis of vertical lining. •Use the corner with 303 square one side small end finish (upper),
303 square single side small end finish (right) or use decorative cut-out material (for wall) (see P.90).
•Small end face of the 303 square single side small end finish is touch-up finish.  

Product Notes •It can also be used for indoor ceilings (not for kitchen and bathroom ceilings).
•Tint may di�er depending on production lot units, shapes, and each sheet.
•Small end face of the 303 square single side small end finish (flat) is touch-up finish.   

Product Notes •It can also be used for indoor ceilings (not for kitchen and bathroom ceilings).
•Tint may di�er depending on production lot units, shapes, and each sheet.
•There is continuity in the relief, so please follow the construction pattern.
• Use the out corner with 303 square one side small end finish (flat) or use decorative cut-out
material (for wall) (see P.90). •Small end face of the 303 square single side small end finish (flat)
is touch-up finish.      
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303 Square ECP-303/RBM1N~RBM3N - 303x303 5.5 11.3 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case • 16.1kg 

ECP-3031T/RBM1N(U)~RBM3N(U) - 303x303 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case 18.1kg 303 Square Single Side  (Above)

ECP-3031T/RBM1N (R)~RBM3N(R) - 303x303 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case 18.1kg 303 Square Single Side (Right)

Joint Size Joint Size

303 Square (Relief) ECP-303/NTC1N~NTC3N - 303x303 6.5 11.3 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case • 18.7kg 

EECP-303/NTC1FN~NTC3FN - 303x303 5.5 11.3 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case 18.1kg 303 Square (Flat))

ECP-3031T/NTC1FN~NTC3FN - 303x303 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case 18.1kg 303 Square Single  Finish (Flat)

303 Square (Relief) ECP-303/FMN1N~FMN3N - 303x303 5.5 11.3 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case • 18.1kg 

EECP-3031T/ FMN1N~FMN3N - 303x303 5.5 11.3 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case 18.1kg 303 Square Single Side

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number  Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number  Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number  Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

ECP - 303 ECP - 3031T/＊＊(U) ECP - 3031T/＊＊(R)

Shape Drawing
ECP - 303 ECP - 303/＊＊FN

Shape Drawing
ECP - 303 ECP - 3031T

ECP - 3031T/＊＊FN

Please scan here
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Product Notes •It can also be used for indoor ceilings (not for kitchen and bathroom ceilings).
•Tint may di�er depending on production lot units, shapes, and each sheet. The relief is directional.
The look of the design is di�erent between vertical and horizontal. Please check the actual product,
please consider the direction of stretching. Vertical design is recommended. Features are set on the
basis of vertical lining. •Use the corner with 303 square one side small end finish (upper),
303 square single side small end finish (right) or use decorative cut-out material (for wall) (see P.90).
•Small end face of the 303 square single side small end finish is touch-up finish.  

Product Notes •It can also be used for indoor ceilings (not for kitchen and bathroom ceilings).
•Tint may di�er depending on production lot units, shapes, and each sheet.
•Small end face of the 303 square single side small end finish (flat) is touch-up finish.   

Product Notes •It can also be used for indoor ceilings (not for kitchen and bathroom ceilings).
•Tint may di�er depending on production lot units, shapes, and each sheet.
•There is continuity in the relief, so please follow the construction pattern.
• Use the out corner with 303 square one side small end finish (flat) or use decorative cut-out
material (for wall) (see P.90). •Small end face of the 303 square single side small end finish (flat)
is touch-up finish.      
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303 Square ECP-303/RBM1N~RBM3N - 303x303 5.5 11.3 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case • 16.1kg 

ECP-3031T/RBM1N(U)~RBM3N(U) - 303x303 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case 18.1kg 303 Square Single Side  (Above)

ECP-3031T/RBM1N (R)~RBM3N(R) - 303x303 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case 18.1kg 303 Square Single Side (Right)

Joint Size Joint Size

303 Square (Relief) ECP-303/NTC1N~NTC3N - 303x303 6.5 11.3 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case • 18.7kg 

EECP-303/NTC1FN~NTC3FN - 303x303 5.5 11.3 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case 18.1kg 303 Square (Flat))

ECP-3031T/NTC1FN~NTC3FN - 303x303 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case 18.1kg 303 Square Single  Finish (Flat)

303 Square (Relief) ECP-303/FMN1N~FMN3N - 303x303 5.5 11.3 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case • 18.1kg 

EECP-3031T/ FMN1N~FMN3N - 303x303 5.5 11.3 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case 18.1kg 303 Square Single Side

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number  Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number  Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number  Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

ECP - 303 ECP - 3031T/＊＊(U) ECP - 3031T/＊＊(R)

Shape Drawing
ECP - 303 ECP - 303/＊＊FN

Shape Drawing
ECP - 303 ECP - 3031T

ECP - 3031T/＊＊FN

Please scan here

Please scan here

Please scan here
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SPLINE The gentle curves and sparkling textures create a space with elegance

SILKLINE The delicate lines create a sublewall feature.

TAKEHIGO Leeds matches the Japanese modern space. It is a texture that shines not only in Japanese-style rooms but
also in Western-style rooms.

ECP-303/SPN1N
(White)    (SP1)*

ECP-303/SPN2N
(Beige)    (SPJ2)*

ECP-303/SPN3N
(Light Rose)  (J4)*

ECP-303/SLA1N
(White)    (SP1)*

ECP-303/SLA2N
(Beige)    (N2)*

ECP-303/SLA3N
(Grey)  (SLA3)*

ECP-303/TK1N
(White)    (SP1)*

ECP-303/TK2N
(Light Beige)    (N1)*

ECP-303/TK3N
(Grey)  (TK3)*

ECP-303/SPN4N
(Light Green)  (SPN4)*

ECP-303/NNO
(White)    (SP1)*

ECP-303/NN12
(Grey)    (TK3)*

ECP-303/NN1
(Off White)    (N1)*

ECP-303/NN2
(Light Beige)  (N2)*

ECP-303/NN11
(Light Brown)  (A3)*

FINE BASE 　A basic series recommended for general wall applications.

NEW NEW NEW NEW

Product Notes • It can also be used for indoor ceilings (not for kitchen and bathroom ceilings).
• The relief is directional. The look of the design is different between vertical and horizontal.
Please check the actual product, please consider the direction of stretching.
• Horizontal lining is recommended along the relief.The feature is set on the basis of the
horizontal line.•Small end face of the 303 square single side small end finish (flat) is touch-up finish.        

Product Notes •It can also be used for indoor ceilings (not for kitchen and bathroom ceilings).
•Small end face of the 303 square single side small end finish (flat) is touch-up finish.  

Product Notes • It can also be used for indoor ceilings (not for kitchen and bathroom ceilings).
• Tint may di�er depending on production lot units, shapes, and each sheet.
Design pattern has a direction. The look of the design is di�erent between vertical and horizontal.
Please check the actual product, please consider the direction of stretching.
• Horizontal lining is recommended along the relief.The feature is set on the basis of the
horizontal line. • Small end face of the 303 square single side small end finish (flat) is touch-up finish.

Product Notes •It can also be used for indoor ceilings (not for kitchen and bathroom ceilings).
•Tint may di�er depending on production lot units, shapes, and each sheet. In terms of design,
the relief has as much motif as bamboo.•The relief is directional. The look of the design is
di�erent between vertical and horizontal. Please check the actual product, please consider the
direction of stretching. •The feature is set on the basis of the horizontal line.
•Small end face of the 303 square single side small end finish (flat) is touch-up finish.      
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Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number  Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

303 Square ECP-303/SPN1N~SPN4N - 303x303 5.5 11.3 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case • 18.1kg  

ECP-3031T/SPN1N(U)~SPN4N(U) - 303x303 5.5  3.4 Sheet/m  22 Sheet/case •18.1kg 303 Square Single Side  (Above)

ECP-3031T/SPN1N(R)~SPN4N(R) - 303x303 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case •18.1kg 303 Square Single  (Right)

303 Square ECP-303/SLA1N~SLA3N - 303x303 5.5 11.3 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case • 18.1kg  

ECP-3031T/SLA1N(U)~SLA3N(U) - 303x303 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case • 18.1kg  303 Square Single Side  (Above)

ECP-3031T/SLA1N(R)~SLA3N(R) - 303x303 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case • 18.1kg  303 Square Single  (Right)

303 Square ECP-303/TK1N~TK3N - 303x303 5.5 11.3Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case • 18.1kg 

ECP-3031T/TK1N(U)~TK3N(U) - 303x303 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case 18.1kg  303 Square Single Side  (Above)

ECP-3031T/TK1N(R)~TK3N(R) - 303x303 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case 18.1kg 303 Square Single  (Right)

303 Square ECP-303/NN0///NN12 - 303x303 5.5 11.3Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case • 18.1kg 

ECP-3031T/NN0//NN12 - 303x303 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case 18.1kg 303 Square Single Side  

ECP- 303 ECP- 3031T/ ＊＊ (U) ECP- 3031T/ ＊＊ (R)

ECP- 303 ECP- 3031T/ ＊＊ (U) ECP- 3031T/ ＊＊ (R)

Shape Drawing

ECP- 303 ECP- 3031T

Please scan here

Please scan here

Please scan here

Please scan here
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Product Notes • It can also be used for indoor ceilings (not for kitchen and bathroom ceilings).
• The relief is directional. The look of the design is different between vertical and horizontal.
Please check the actual product, please consider the direction of stretching.
• Horizontal lining is recommended along the relief.The feature is set on the basis of the
horizontal line.•Small end face of the 303 square single side small end finish (flat) is touch-up finish.        

Product Notes •It can also be used for indoor ceilings (not for kitchen and bathroom ceilings).
•Small end face of the 303 square single side small end finish (flat) is touch-up finish.  

Product Notes • It can also be used for indoor ceilings (not for kitchen and bathroom ceilings).
• Tint may di�er depending on production lot units, shapes, and each sheet.
Design pattern has a direction. The look of the design is di�erent between vertical and horizontal.
Please check the actual product, please consider the direction of stretching.
• Horizontal lining is recommended along the relief.The feature is set on the basis of the
horizontal line. • Small end face of the 303 square single side small end finish (flat) is touch-up finish.

Product Notes •It can also be used for indoor ceilings (not for kitchen and bathroom ceilings).
•Tint may di�er depending on production lot units, shapes, and each sheet. In terms of design,
the relief has as much motif as bamboo.•The relief is directional. The look of the design is
di�erent between vertical and horizontal. Please check the actual product, please consider the
direction of stretching. •The feature is set on the basis of the horizontal line.
•Small end face of the 303 square single side small end finish (flat) is touch-up finish.      
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(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

Shape Name
(both joints) (mm)Shape Name Product Number Actual dimension (mm) Thickness (mm) The number of pieces Quantity Of Weight

303 Square ECP-303/SPN1N~SPN4N - 303x303 5.5 11.3 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case • 18.1kg  

ECP-3031T/SPN1N(U)~SPN4N(U) - 303x303 5.5  3.4 Sheet/m  22 Sheet/case •18.1kg 303 Square Single Side  (Above)

ECP-3031T/SPN1N(R)~SPN4N(R) - 303x303 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case •18.1kg 303 Square Single  (Right)

303 Square ECP-303/SLA1N~SLA3N - 303x303 5.5 11.3 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case • 18.1kg  

ECP-3031T/SLA1N(U)~SLA3N(U) - 303x303 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case • 18.1kg  303 Square Single Side  (Above)

ECP-3031T/SLA1N(R)~SLA3N(R) - 303x303 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case • 18.1kg  303 Square Single  (Right)

303 Square ECP-303/TK1N~TK3N - 303x303 5.5 11.3Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case • 18.1kg 

ECP-3031T/TK1N(U)~TK3N(U) - 303x303 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case 18.1kg  303 Square Single Side  (Above)

ECP-3031T/TK1N(R)~TK3N(R) - 303x303 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case 18.1kg 303 Square Single  (Right)

303 Square ECP-303/NN0///NN12 - 303x303 5.5 11.3Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case • 18.1kg 

ECP-3031T/NN0//NN12 - 303x303 5.5 3.4 Sheet/m 22 Sheet/case 18.1kg 303 Square Single Side  

ECP- 303 ECP- 3031T/ ＊＊ (U) ECP- 3031T/ ＊＊ (R)

ECP- 303 ECP- 3031T/ ＊＊ (U) ECP- 3031T/ ＊＊ (R)

Shape Drawing

ECP- 303 ECP- 3031T

Please scan here

Please scan here

Please scan here

Please scan here
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インフォメーション

82

Locations where ECOCARAT PLUS can be installed

Common Precautions

Locations where ECOCARAT PLUS cannot be installed

Before using ECOCARAT PLUS
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Locations where ECOCARAT PLUS can be installed

Common Precautions

Locations where ECOCARAT PLUS cannot be installed

Before using ECOCARAT PLUS
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Caution Point When Cleaning  
 

- Please be careful for dirt and detergent to turn to neither the side nor the back at the time of cleaning. Please use a line stick etc. if needed.
- The dirt case which has passed for a long time after adhering when dirty may not disappear by the above-mentioned care method. When dirt adheres, please wipe off promptly.
- It becomes difficult to remove, if it stick until tar of tobacco becomes yellow. In addition, we recommend you care in the top.
- When dirt adheres to the side of a product, please attach detergent for home use to a toothbrush etc., and remove dirt promptly. Depending on adhering dirt, it may be unremovedable.

* Detergent : in the case of use of a standard bleach, please use it after often reading
 precautions for use beforehand.

Dirty dustcloth Sand eraser Steel sponge

Cleaning tools that can NOT be used
#In case where dirt and a crack become severe.

Kitchens
Hard sponge

* General household detergents are for cleaning furniture, wall paper,
 a windowpane, an electric product, etc., and have a surfactant
 concentration of 1% or less.Do not use cleaning fans,
 range hood detergents, detergents such as thinners,
 cleanser acid detergents (such as toilet bowl cleaning deter gents),
 solvents such as thinners, or cleansers.Maintenance nature may fall.    

 Dirt cleaner Super Drop (Material: Melamine Foam, Rec. (Corp).)

 Detergent
(Detergent for home use) 

Easy my pet   (Kao Corp.) 
My pet   (Kao Corp.) 40 to 50 times use
Mizuno Super Drop Rec. (Corp)

Dirt which is hard to remove

Other:

- Paint tool
- Pen (water based, oil based)
- Crayon
- Nail polish
- Ink

●Use of general household detergents will increase the cleaning performance.
●Partial stains can be e�ectively removed using melamine foam (dish washer foam)
●The combination of melamine foam and detergent further enhances cleaning.

Clean the dirt with a clean cloth. Please avoid washing with water directly.

酸性シンナー

Lipstick Hairdye liquid

On a cleaning disposition
It sweeps and cleaning using detergent for home use.
Please use melamine foam (dishwasher foam), when dirty

(Recommendation care tool)

Daily care method ECOCARATPlus can be cleaned with water and detergent. Daily maintenance has become easier.

Notes Theses stains are hard to remove. The following should be careful not to adhere.

How to care (Please read)

 Splash of urine 

 

Restroom dirt 

 

Dental powder 

 

Shoes slippers Rubbing of resin Finger marks 

Coffee stain dirt 
Ketchup, 

mayonaise,soy sauce Cigaretes, nico�ne 

In order to fully demonstrate the function of the product

Handling Precautions (Be sure to read)

Please avoid heating more than necessary.

Please note that excessive heating will make it di�cult to achieve the
original function. In addition, please avoid direct steaming with a
heating product etc. Besides building materials,
chemical substances are said to exert from various things.

Please note that if the exertion amount exceeds the adsorption
capacity of ECOCARAT Plus, su�cient functions will not be exhibited.     

 

ECOCARAT Plus is a wall that carries out "humidity control", "smell adsorption" and "adsorption of harmful chemical substances" by the
power of the material itself, but please consider the following in order to benefit from the function of the product e�ectively .

Please reduce the possibility of 
chemical substancesexertion around you 

Besides building materials,
chemical substances are
said to exert from various things.
Please note that if the exertion amount
exceeds the adsorption capacity of
Ecocarat Plus, su�cient functions will not
be exhibited.       

Sufficient ventilation is required

It is recommended to have proper ventilation.
As a result, the function of ECOCARAT Plus will be
more e�ective.
It is said that the use of ventilation is also e�ective in
eliminating humid air and harmful chemicals.   
 

Do not hit it with a sharp point.

The tile surface may be scratched or scraped.  

Do not Do not use hooks or screws with a hammer or the like.

If you insert it directly, it may cause breakage or damage.
damage the fabric.
screws. Please consult the contractor in detail.

After moving in, please ventilate frequently for 1 to 2 weeks.

For a while after construction, the moisture of the
adhesive may be brought into the room and
the room temperature may increase. 

 

Please be careful not to rub clothes, curtains, etc.
 strongly on the surface.

The uneven surface of ECOCARATPlus may
damage the fabric. 

Notes on using

#Ceiling height is calculated as 2.5m.
#The recommended area is a standard only, and the effect after construction is not guaranteed for any customer. Where ventilati on is poor, please provide adequate ventilation measures such a s regular window opening.

As a guide to exert the articulatory e�ect of the entire space, it is recommended to construct it on a wall area of 1/4 or 
more of the floor area of the space.

Recommended installation area of ECOCARAT Plus

Used room  Living Bedroom Children’s room   Bathroom Toilet  

12 quantities
(about 19.4 m2)

  
  

 8 quantities
(about 13.0 m2) 

6 quantities
(about 9.7 m2)

 2 quantities
(about 3.3 m2)

 1 quantities
(about 1.6 m2)

Estimated
installation area

4~6 m2 3~4 m2 2~3 m2 1~2 m2 1 m2 
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Caution Point When Cleaning  
 

- Please be careful for dirt and detergent to turn to neither the side nor the back at the time of cleaning. Please use a line stick etc. if needed.
- The dirt case which has passed for a long time after adhering when dirty may not disappear by the above-mentioned care method. When dirt adheres, please wipe off promptly.
- It becomes difficult to remove, if it stick until tar of tobacco becomes yellow. In addition, we recommend you care in the top.
- When dirt adheres to the side of a product, please attach detergent for home use to a toothbrush etc., and remove dirt promptly. Depending on adhering dirt, it may be unremovedable.

* Detergent : in the case of use of a standard bleach, please use it after often reading
 precautions for use beforehand.

Dirty dustcloth Sand eraser Steel sponge

Cleaning tools that can NOT be used
#In case where dirt and a crack become severe.

Kitchens
Hard sponge

* General household detergents are for cleaning furniture, wall paper,
 a windowpane, an electric product, etc., and have a surfactant
 concentration of 1% or less.Do not use cleaning fans,
 range hood detergents, detergents such as thinners,
 cleanser acid detergents (such as toilet bowl cleaning deter gents),
 solvents such as thinners, or cleansers.Maintenance nature may fall.    

 Dirt cleaner Super Drop (Material: Melamine Foam, Rec. (Corp).)

 Detergent
(Detergent for home use) 

Easy my pet   (Kao Corp.) 
My pet   (Kao Corp.) 40 to 50 times use
Mizuno Super Drop Rec. (Corp)

Dirt which is hard to remove

Other:

- Paint tool
- Pen (water based, oil based)
- Crayon
- Nail polish
- Ink

●Use of general household detergents will increase the cleaning performance.
●Partial stains can be e�ectively removed using melamine foam (dish washer foam)
●The combination of melamine foam and detergent further enhances cleaning.

Clean the dirt with a clean cloth. Please avoid washing with water directly.

酸性シンナー

Lipstick Hairdye liquid

On a cleaning disposition
It sweeps and cleaning using detergent for home use.
Please use melamine foam (dishwasher foam), when dirty

(Recommendation care tool)

Daily care method ECOCARATPlus can be cleaned with water and detergent. Daily maintenance has become easier.

Notes Theses stains are hard to remove. The following should be careful not to adhere.

How to care (Please read)

 Splash of urine 

 

Restroom dirt 

 

Dental powder 

 

Shoes slippers Rubbing of resin Finger marks 

Coffee stain dirt 
Ketchup, 

mayonaise,soy sauce Cigaretes, nico�ne 

In order to fully demonstrate the function of the product

Handling Precautions (Be sure to read)

Please avoid heating more than necessary.

Please note that excessive heating will make it di�cult to achieve the
original function. In addition, please avoid direct steaming with a
heating product etc. Besides building materials,
chemical substances are said to exert from various things.

Please note that if the exertion amount exceeds the adsorption
capacity of ECOCARAT Plus, su�cient functions will not be exhibited.     

 

ECOCARAT Plus is a wall that carries out "humidity control", "smell adsorption" and "adsorption of harmful chemical substances" by the
power of the material itself, but please consider the following in order to benefit from the function of the product e�ectively .

Please reduce the possibility of 
chemical substancesexertion around you 

Besides building materials,
chemical substances are
said to exert from various things.
Please note that if the exertion amount
exceeds the adsorption capacity of
Ecocarat Plus, su�cient functions will not
be exhibited.       

Sufficient ventilation is required

It is recommended to have proper ventilation.
As a result, the function of ECOCARAT Plus will be
more e�ective.
It is said that the use of ventilation is also e�ective in
eliminating humid air and harmful chemicals.   
 

Do not hit it with a sharp point.

The tile surface may be scratched or scraped.  

Do not Do not use hooks or screws with a hammer or the like.

If you insert it directly, it may cause breakage or damage.
damage the fabric.
screws. Please consult the contractor in detail.

After moving in, please ventilate frequently for 1 to 2 weeks.

For a while after construction, the moisture of the
adhesive may be brought into the room and
the room temperature may increase. 

 

Please be careful not to rub clothes, curtains, etc.
 strongly on the surface.

The uneven surface of ECOCARATPlus may
damage the fabric. 

Notes on using

#Ceiling height is calculated as 2.5m.
#The recommended area is a standard only, and the effect after construction is not guaranteed for any customer. Where ventilati on is poor, please provide adequate ventilation measures such a s regular window opening.

As a guide to exert the articulatory e�ect of the entire space, it is recommended to construct it on a wall area of 1/4 or 
more of the floor area of the space.

Recommended installation area of ECOCARAT Plus

Used room  Living Bedroom Children’s room   Bathroom Toilet  

12 quantities
(about 19.4 m2)

  
  

 8 quantities
(about 13.0 m2) 

6 quantities
(about 9.7 m2)

 2 quantities
(about 3.3 m2)

 1 quantities
(about 1.6 m2)

Estimated
installation area

4~6 m2 3~4 m2 2~3 m2 1~2 m2 1 m2 
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There is directivity in this product.. 
As shown in the above figure, 
the narrow relief is on the top, 
and thecolor number symbol on the
back is on the bottom.

BROOKLYN BORDERFABRICO

When installing 606x303 square relief (relief), 

so that upward and downward rows are 
alternately arranged.

There is directivity in a sheet.
The direction in which the thick piece 
comes at the top of the sheet is up.
When constructing 25x202 square 
net tension, please arrange side by side 
so that the directions of the adjacent 
Eco Carat Plus will not align as s
hown in the above figure.

Sheet DirectivityRelief Directivity

Thick Piece

77
45

There is a direction in this product. 
As shown in the figure above, 
the narrow relief is on the top, 
and the color number symbol on the
 back is on the top.

When installing a 303x151 square relief (relief), 

that the upward row and the downward row are 
alternately arranged.

Relief Directivity

29
16

Please assign by repeating a basic pattern, as shown in the above figure.
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AB

454.5

757.5

303

303 303

151.5

151.5

Basic Patterns
A・・・303角平
B・・・303×151角平
C・・・151角平

GRANAS LUDRA

Piece with a light color

Directivity of a sheet

LUXURY MOSAIC II, PETRASQUARE, PEARL MASK II, QUILT

LAYER MIX, STONE II

1. Luxury Mosaic II: The sheet has directionality and bright colored pieces are lined
 up at the top left, which is the standard installation method.
2. Petra Square, Pearl Mask II, Quilt: The thick pieces line up at the top right.
3. It is a standard construction method that the sheets are aligned in the
 same direction for both 1 and 2.

Thick piece

Installation Guide (Please read carefully)

There is directivity in relief. Please check that one of the fo ur corners of a tile has a flat side.
A flat side is located in a lower right position, when the color  sign on the back of a tile is
turned down.

The basic pattern of this product is to build 4 pieces.Please construct while rotating by 90 degrees
so that the flat surface of relief is at the center.Assign by repeating the basic pattern as shown in
Figure 2.  

Fig. (1) Basic pattern (4 sets [ 1 ])

フラット面

Relief Directivity

色番記号

Flat surface

タイル裏面の
色番記号の位置

Fig. (2) Example of allotment

NEW TRANCE

There is directivity in this product at
right and left. As shown on the left,
the narrow relief should be on
the right.   

When installing 303x151 square relief (relief),
please arrange in an alternate manner so that the
directions of the adjacent Eco Carat Plus are not
aligned as shown in the above figure.   

Relief Directivity

27 20

GRANAS VAGUE 
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There is directivity in this product.. 
As shown in the above figure, 
the narrow relief is on the top, 
and thecolor number symbol on the
back is on the bottom.

BROOKLYN BORDERFABRICO

When installing 606x303 square relief (relief), 

so that upward and downward rows are 
alternately arranged.

There is directivity in a sheet.
The direction in which the thick piece 
comes at the top of the sheet is up.
When constructing 25x202 square 
net tension, please arrange side by side 
so that the directions of the adjacent 
Eco Carat Plus will not align as s
hown in the above figure.

Sheet DirectivityRelief Directivity

Thick Piece

77
45

There is a direction in this product. 
As shown in the figure above, 
the narrow relief is on the top, 
and the color number symbol on the
 back is on the top.

When installing a 303x151 square relief (relief), 

that the upward row and the downward row are 
alternately arranged.

Relief Directivity

29
16

Please assign by repeating a basic pattern, as shown in the above figure.
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Basic Patterns
A・・・303角平
B・・・303×151角平
C・・・151角平

GRANAS LUDRA

Piece with a light color

Directivity of a sheet

LUXURY MOSAIC II, PETRASQUARE, PEARL MASK II, QUILT

LAYER MIX, STONE II

1. Luxury Mosaic II: The sheet has directionality and bright colored pieces are lined
 up at the top left, which is the standard installation method.
2. Petra Square, Pearl Mask II, Quilt: The thick pieces line up at the top right.
3. It is a standard construction method that the sheets are aligned in the
 same direction for both 1 and 2.

Thick piece

Installation Guide (Please read carefully)

There is directivity in relief. Please check that one of the fo ur corners of a tile has a flat side.
A flat side is located in a lower right position, when the color  sign on the back of a tile is
turned down.

The basic pattern of this product is to build 4 pieces.Please construct while rotating by 90 degrees
so that the flat surface of relief is at the center.Assign by repeating the basic pattern as shown in
Figure 2.  

Fig. (1) Basic pattern (4 sets [ 1 ])

フラット面

Relief Directivity

色番記号

Flat surface

タイル裏面の
色番記号の位置

Fig. (2) Example of allotment

NEW TRANCE

There is directivity in this product at
right and left. As shown on the left,
the narrow relief should be on
the right.   

When installing 303x151 square relief (relief),
please arrange in an alternate manner so that the
directions of the adjacent Eco Carat Plus are not
aligned as shown in the above figure.   

Relief Directivity

27 20
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